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FOREWORD
This report is one of a series prepared by The Boeing Vertol
Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California under contract NAS2-6598. The studies reported
under Volumes I through IV and VIII through X were jointly
funded by NASA and the U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and
Development Laboratory, Ames Directorate. Volumes V through
VII were funded by the U. S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
This contract was administered by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Mr. Richard J. Abbott was the Contract
Administrator, Mr. Gary B. Churchill, Tilt Rotor Research
Aircraft Project Office, was the Technical Monitor, and coordi-
nation and liaison with the U. S. Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory was through Mr. D. Fraga. The Boeing Vertol Company
Project Engineer for the work presented in this report was
Mr. H. Rosenstein.
The complete list of reports published under this contract is
as follows:
Volume I
Volume II
-- Conceptual Design of Useful Military
and/or Commercial Aircraft, NASA CR-I14437
-- Preliminary Design of Research Aircraft,
NASA CR-I14438
ii±
Volume III
Volume IV
Volume V
j;
Volume VI
j Volume VII
i Volume VIII
Volume IX
Volume X
-- Overall Research Aircraft Project Plan,
Schedules, and Estimated Cost, NASA
CR-I14439
-- Wind Tunnel Investigation Plan for a
Full Scale Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft,
CR-I14440
-- Definition of Stowed Rotor Research
Aircraft, NASA CR-I14598
-- Preliminary Design of a Composite Wing
for Tilt Rotor Aircraft, NASA CR-114599
-- Tilt Rotor Flight Control Program
Feedback Studies, NASA CR-I14600
-- Mathematical Model for a Real Time
Simulation of a Tilt Rotor Aircraft
(Boeing Vertol Model 222), NASA CR-I14601
-- Piloted Simulator Evaluation of the
Boeing Vertol Model 222 Tilt Rotor
Aircraft, NASA CR-I14602
-- Performance and Stability Test of a
1/4.622 Froude Scaled Boeing Vertol
Model 222 Tilt Rotor Aircraft _hase I),
NASA CR-I14603
_v
SUMMARY
This report documents the development of a real time mathemati-
cal model of a tilt rotor aircraft. This mathematical model is
to be used in conjunction with the NASA Flight Simulator for
Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) at Ames Research Center for evalua-
tion of aircraft performance and handling qualities. In addi-
tion to developing the mathematical model, a parallel program-
ming effort was conducted utilizing Boeing-Vertol's Hybrid
Simulation Laboratory for the purpose of developing and evalua-
ting model simplification.
The mathematical model is an eleven degree of freedom total
force model. This model includes the basic six degree of free-
dom rigid body outer loop equations written about the instanta-
neous center of gravity with the inertial and aerodynamic terms
included. The rotor is treated as a point source of forces
and moments with appropriate response time lags and actuator
dynamics. The wing has one vertical bending and one wing tor-
sion degree of freedom. These structural degrees of freedom are
treated on a "quasistatic"basis; i.e., the natural frequencies
of vibration of the structure are much higher than the frequen-
cies of the rigid body motion, and the coupling is in the aero-
dynamic terms. Each nacelle has an independent pitch degree
of freedom about the wing pivot. The aerodynamics of the wing,
tail, rotors, landing gear and fuselage are included. Wing
and tail mutual interference effects and turbine engine per-
formance and dynamic responses are represented.
v
The control system elements represented include pilot command
(longitudinal and lateral stick, pedals, nacelle position and
rate, power), three-axis stability augmentation systems (SAS),
thrust management system (includes rotor constant speed goven-
or) and a load alleviation system (LAS). The LAS system in-
corporates feedback to rotor cyclic and collective pitch for
Z
purposes of improving stability, blade load reduction, gust
alleviation and increased damping of aeroelastic modes.
Control system actuator dynamics are represented by appropriate
second order systems.
The mathematical model was programmed on Boeing's hybrid
computer. This program was real time and was used to evaluate
model simplification and also to develop and optimize stability
augmentation, control, and load alleviation systems.
The mathematical model was written to make it as flexible and
as general as possible while still retaining the real time
execution capability. This program is a valuable design tool
for control system design, SAS optimization, and flying quali-
ties evaluations and improvements. The model is capable of
operating in all modes of V/STOL flight (forwards, backwards,
and sidewards) with no restrictions. This mathematical model
represents the Model 222 tilt rotor configuration as proposed
in Boeing's 'Study of V/STOL Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft
Program (Phase II)", dated January 1973.
vi
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Symbol
A
Definition
Rotor disc irea (per rotor)
Units
ft 2
AR Aspect ratio NoD,
Coefficients of curve fit equation for wing
AD(u+5v) drag coefficient as a function of angle of
attack and surface deflection
)Coefficients of curve fit equation forANF(u+4v normal force coefficient with zero cyclic
pitch
Ap
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
(u+4v) rotor power coefficient with zero cyclic
pitch
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
ApM(u+4V)rotor pitching moment coefficient with
zero cyclic pitch
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
ASF(u+4V)rotor side force coefficient with zero
cyclic pitch
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
AT(u+4v) rotor thrust coefficient with zero cyclic
pitch
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
AyM(u+4V)rotor yawing coefficient with zero cyclic
pitch
Alc Lateral cyclic angle in rotor wind axes
A !ic
A"
ic
mm-
a
a
(ag/a)
Lateral cycli,c angle in swashplate axes
Lateral cyclic angle in swashplate axes
resolved through swashplate phase angle
deg
deg
deg
Speed of sound or acceleration
Acceleration
Ratio of lift curve slope in ground
effect to lift curve slope out of
ground effect
ft/sec or ft/sec 2
ft/sec 2
ND
XV
Symbol
B G
B.L.
Blc
B'
ic
S"
ic
b
C
C D
C D
O
ACD
CDS
C L
CL o
_CL
CL s
CL a
CL6
CL
CL
S
NOMENCLATURE
Definition Units
Percent brake pedal deflection N.D.
Aircraft butt line inches
Longitudinal cyclic angle in rotor deg
wind axes
Longitudinal cyclic angle in swashplate deg
axes
Longitudinal cyclic angle in swashplate deg
axes resolved through swashplate phase angle
Span of lifting surface (wing, tail,etc.) feet
Chord ft,
Drag coefficient = D ND
qs
Drag coefficient at zero lift ND
Drag coefficient increment ND
Drag coefficient referred ND
to rotor slipstream dynamic pressure =
D/qsS
Lift coefficient = L/qs ND
Average lift coefficient ND
Lift coefficient increment ND
Lift coefficient referred to rotor ND
slipstream dynamic pressure = L/qsS
Lift curve slope i/rad
Lift increment due to flap deflection i/deg
Rolling moment coefficient = L/q bS ND
Rolling moment coefficient referred to ND
rotor slipstream dynamic pressure =
L/qsbS
xvi
Symbol
C M
CM o
Z_ CM
CM s
CMd
C N
CN o
C_ s
CNF
CNF o
Cp
Cp
0
CpM
CpM
O
CSF
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Pitching moment coeffici;-=nt = M/qSC
Wing pitching moment coefficient as a
function of flap deflection; pitching
moment coefficient of fuselage or nacelles
at zero angle of attack
Pitching moment coefficient increment
Pitching moment coefficient referred
to rotor slipstream dynamic pressure =
M/qsSC
Change in wing/body pitching moment
coefficient as a function of flaperon
deflection
Yawing moment coefficient = N/qSb
Yawing moment coefficient of fuselage
or nacelles at zero angle of attack
Yawing moment coefficient referred to
rotor slipstream dynamic pressure =
N/qsSb
Rotor normal force coefficient
= NF/p_2R _
Rotor normal force coefficient with
zero cyclic pitch
550RHP
Rotor power coefficient -
p_3RS
Rotor power coefficient with zero cyclic
pitch
Rotor hu B pitching moment coefficient
= pM/p_ _R _
Rotor hub pitching moment coefficient
with zero cyclic pitch
Rotor side force coefficient =
SF/p_2R _
Units
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
xvii
Symbol
CSF o
C T
CT o
CT s
Cy
CyM
C yM °
Cy_
C 0
C 1
C 2
D
(D/T)
DNF1.._4
DpMI_ 7
D SFI_4
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Rotor side force coefficient with
zero cyclic pitch
Rotor thrust coefficient = T/p_2R _
Rotor thrust coefficient with zero
cyclic pitch
Rotor thrust coefficient referred to
rotor slipstream dynamic pressure =
T/qsA
Side force coefficient = Y/qS
Rotor yawing moment coefficient U/p_D2Rs
Rotor yawing moment coefficient with
zero cyclic pitch
Lift curve slope of vertical tail
Coefficient of equation that defines
pitching moment coefficient as a function
of flap deflection
Coefficient of equation that defines pitch-
ing moment coefficient as a function of
flap deflection
Coefficient of equation that defines
pitching moment coefficient as a function
of flap deflection
Rotor diameter
Aircraft download to thrust ratio
Coefficients in the equation for the change
in normal force coefficient with lateral
cyclic angle
Coefficients in the equation for the change
in hub pitching moment coefficient with
lateral cyclic angle
Coefficients in the equation for the change
in side force coefficient with lateral
cyclic angle
Units
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
i/rad
ND
i/rad
i/_ad 2
ft.
ND
I/deg
I/deg
i/deg
xviii
Symbol
DST n
DyMI_ 7
dCNF/dAIc
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Damping coefficients of the landing
gear oleo struts
Coefficients in the equation for the
change in hub yawing moment coeffi-
cient with lateral cyclic angle
Change in normal force coefficient with
lateral cyclic angle
Units
ib/ft/sec
i/deg
i/deg
dCNF/dBIc
dCpM/dAlc
dCpM/dBlc
dCpM/dQ
dCsF/dAlc
dC sF/dB ic
dCyM/dAlc
dCYM/dBlc
dCyM/dR
dC M /dC L
d O/d
El
El o
Change in normal force coefficient with
longitudinal cyclic angle
Change in hub pitching moment coefficient
with lateral cyclic angle
Change in hub pitching moment
coefficient with longitudinal cyclic angle
Change in hub pitching moment coefficient
with pitch rate
Change in side force coefficient
with lateral cyclic angle
Change in side force coefficient
with longitudinal cyclic angle
Change In hub yawing moment coefficient
with lateral cyclic angle
Change in hub yawing moment coefficient
with longitudinal cyclic angle
Change in hub yawing moment coefficient
with yaw rate
Change in wing pitching moment with
lift coefficient
Change in fuselage sidewash angle with
sideslip angle
Product of modulus of elasticity
and moment of inertia
Product of modulus of elasticity and
moment of inertia at wing root
1/deg
i/deg
i/deg
i/rad/sec
i/deg
i/deg
i/deg
i/deg
i/rad/sec
ND
ND
ib-in 2
ib-in 2
xix
Symbol
ENFI_ 4
EpMI_ 7
ESFI÷ 4
EyMI_ 7
e
F
FPR
FRI
F_
F#I
F#2
F_l
F_2
F a
F_ zn
Fsn
F x
Fy
F z
Fun
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Coefficients in the equation for the
change in normal force coefficient with
longitudinal cyclic angle
Coefficients in the equation for the
change in hub pitching moment coeffi-
cient with longitudinal cyclic angle
Coefficients in the equation for the
change in side force coefficient with
longitudinal cyclic angle
Coefficients in the equation for the
change in hub yawing moment _oeffi-
cient with longitudinal cyclic angle
Oswald efficiency of wing or tail
Generalized force or force on nacelle
Lateral-directional SAS function
Lateral-directional SAS function
Lateral-directional SAS function
Lateral-directional SAS function
Lateral-directional SAS function
Lateral-directlonal SAS function
Lateral-directional SAS function
Aerodynamic force on nacelle
Landing gear oleo strut vertical force
Landing gear oleo strut lateral force
Longitudinal generalized force
Lateral generalized force
Vertical generalized force
Landing gear oleo strut longitudinal
force
XX
Units
i/deg
i/deg
i/deg
i/deg
ND
ib
wm
ib
ib
ib
ib
ib
ib
ib
Symbol
fe u
fNF
f
P
f
PM
fQ
f
SF
fT
fYM
G
GEF
GAI
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Leading edge umbrella drag
Multiplier on rotor normal force
Multiplier on rotor power
Multiplier on rotor hub pitching moment
Multiplier on rotor torque
Multiplier on rotor side force
Multiplier on rotor thrust
Multiplier on rotor hub yawing moment
Generalized moment
Ground effect factor=[1-(A_
Load alleviation system gain - change
in lateral cyclic with angle of attack
Units
ft 2
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ft-lb
ND
deg/deg
GA]_
GBIe
GGI
GG2
GG3
%
Gprl
GP_ s
Gq
G r
Load alleviation system gain - change
in lateral cyclic with angle of sideslip
Load alleviation system gain - change
in longitudinal cyclic with angle of
attack
Governor gain
Governor gain
Governor gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Longitudinal SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
deg/deg
deg/deg
deg/sec/rad/sec
deg/_ec/rad/sec
deg/sec/deg
inches/rad/sec
inches/rad/sec
inches/inch
deg/rad/sec
inches/rad/sec
xxi
NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Definition
Gr2
G r
6r
GSp
Gsr
GB6r
G_BI
G6B2
Lateral directonal SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Longitudinal SAS gain
Longitudinal SAS gain
G6TH
%
%
%
g
Governor throttle gain
Longitudinal SAS gain
Lateral-directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Lateral directional SAS gain
Gravitational constant
H Height
HP Horsepower
HpM(u+4v) Coefficients in the equation
for the change in hub pitching
moment with pitch rate
S t
w'FUEL
Horizontal distance between wing mass
element center of gravity and fuel
center of gravity
Horizontal distance between wing mass
element center of gravity and fixed
nacelle center of gravity
S !
wmw
Horizontal distance between wing mass
element center of gravity and fixed
nacelle center of gravity
Units
inches/rad/sec
inches/rad/sec
inches/rad
inches/rad
inches/inch
deg/inch
deg/inch
deg/inch
deg/rad/sec
inches/rad/sec
inch/inch
inch/inch
ft/sec 2
ft
ft
ft
ft
xxii
Symbol
h
N
hCG
h F
hp
hT
h w
h o
h 1
h/D
h8
I
Ixx
Ixx o
(F ]
Ixx
NOMENCLATURE
Definition Units
Height or angular momentum ft or ib-ft-sec
Angular momentum of nacelle about
aircraft center of gravity
ib-ft-sec
Distance from wing pivot plane to
fuselage mass element center of
gravity
ft
Height of pivot above wing chord line
or angular momentum of nacelle about the
pivot
Landing gear oleo strut deflection
during ground contact
ft
Distance from wing pivot plane to
wing mass element center of gravity
ft
Angular momentum of an element of
mass about its own center of gravity
ib-ft-sec
Wing vertical bending deflection ft
Rotor hub height to rotor diameter
ratio
ND
Distance from aircraft center of gravity
bottom of right main gear following a
positive pitch rotation
Distance from aircraft center of gravity
to bottom of right main gear following
a positive roll
Mass moment of inertia
Vehicle mass roll moment of inertia
about center of gravity
Mass roll moment of inertia of aircraft
components about their own center of
gravity
Mass roll moment of inertia of fuselage
mass element about its center of gravity
ft
ft
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
xxiii
Symbol
I (W)
XX
I !
XX
I
YY
I
YYo
I (F)
YY
I I
YY
I
XZ
I
XZ o
I (F)
XZ
I (w)
XZ
I !
XZ
NOME NC LATU RE
Definition
Mass roll moment of inertia of wing
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass roll moment of inertia of the
tilting portion of each nacelle
about its center of gravity
Vehicle mass pitch moment of inertia
about center of gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of
aircraft components about their own
center of gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of
fuselage mass element about its center
of gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of
wing mass element about its center
of gravity
Mass pitch moment of inertia of
the tilting portion of each nacelle
about its center of grav--I_
Vehicle mass product of inertia
about center of gravity
Mass product of inertia of aircraft
components about their own center of
gravity
Mass product of inertia of fuselage
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass product of inertia of wing
mass element about its center of
gravity
Mass product of inertia of the
tilting portion of each nacelle
about its center of gravity
Units
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
xxiv
Symbol
I
zz
I
z zO
zz
I (W)
zz
I t
zz
i
/%
1
J
xx
JYM (u+4v)
J
YY
J
zz
l
KDI KD4
T T
K_
KT_
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Vehicle mass yaw moment of inertia
about center of gravity
Mass yaw moment of inertia of aircraft
components about their own center of
gravity
Mass yaw moment of inertia of fuselage
mass element about its center of gravity
Mass yaw moment of inertia of wing
mass element about its center of gravity
Mass yaw moment of inertia of the
tilting portion of eac___hhnacelle about
its center of gravity
Incidence angle
Unit vector in i direction
Dummy inertia = (Izz-Iyy)
Coefficients of curve fit equation
for rotor hub moment with hub yaw rate
Dummy inertia = (Ixx-Izz)
Dummy inertia = (lyy-Ixx)
Unit vector in j direction
Wing slipstream correction factor
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
wing download as a function of rotor
height/diameter ratio
Coefficients of curve fit equation for
wing pitching moment as a function of
rotor helght/diameter ratio
Multiplier on slipstream rolling
moment coefficient
Multiplier on slipstream yawing moment
coefficient
Units
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
slug-ft 2
deg or rad
_m
slug-ft 2
Bm
slug-ft _
slug-ft 2
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
xxv
Symbol
KSTrl
KWI_ KWI 0
K_ B
K_ e
K_ RUD
K6s
K 0
K o
K 1
K 2
K 3
K 4
K 5
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Landing gear spring constants
Coefficients for wing bending
equations
Multiplier on longitudinal cyclic
pitch available from longitudinal
stick
Ratio between longitudinal stick
motion and elevator deflection
Multiplier on longitudinal cyclic
pitch available from pedal displacement
Ratio between pedal and rudder
deflection
Multiplier on longitudinal cyclic
pitch and different±al collective
available from lateral stick
Provision for lateral cyclic pitch
on lateral stick
Wing stiffness
Coefficient of fuselage drag
coefficient equation to account
for drag due to sideslip
Coefficient of fuselage drag
coefficient equation
Coefficient of fuselage drag coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient of fuselage lift coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient of fuselage lift coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient of fuselage pitching
moment coefficient equation
Units
ib/ft
inch/inch
deg/inch
inch/inch
deg/inch
inch/inch
deg/deg
ft-lb/rad
3
i/rad
i/rad 2
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad 2
i/rad
xxvi
Symbol
K6
K 7
K8
K9
K10
K20
K21
K22
K30
K
31
K32
K34
K35
K36
K37
K38
K
39
NOMENCLATUFE
Definition
Coefficient of fuselage pitching
moment coefficient equation
Coefficient of fuselage side force
coefficient equation
Coefficient of fuselage side force
coefficient equation
Coefficient of fuselage yawing moment
coefficient equation
Coefficient of fuselage yawing moment
coefficient equation
Wing/body interference effects on CLB
|
Wing planform effects on CL8
Wing planform and lift effects on C_8
Coefficient of nacelle drag coefficient
equation
Coefficient of nacelle drag coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient of nacelle lift coeffi-
cient equation
Coefficient of nacelle pitching moment
coefficient equation
Coefficient of nacelle pitching moment
coefficient equation
Coefficient Of nacelle side force
coefficient equation
Coefficient of nacelle side force
coefficient equation
Coefficient of nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
Coefficient of nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
Units
I/rad 2
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad
2
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad
i/rad 2
i/rad
i/rad
I/rad 2
i/rad
1/rad 2
i/rad
1/rad 2
xxvii
Symbol
K40
K41
K42
%
L
L
£
£AC
£F
_w
M
m
M/T
m
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Coefficient of nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
Coefficient of nacelle yawing moment
coefficient equation
_Coefficient of fuselage lift
coefficient equation
Unit vector in k direction
Rolling moment or nacelle shaft length
Rolling Moment
Distance from nacelle piVot to
nacelle center of gravity
Horizontal distance from nacelle
pivot to noted aircraft component
center of gravity position - positive
forward from_pivot
Horizontal distance from horizontal
tail quarter chord to wing aerodynamic
center
Horizontal distance from pivot to
center of gravity of fuselage mass
element
Wing root lift/foot
Horizontal distance from pivot to
center of gravity of pilots station -
positive forward from pivot
Horizontal distance from pivot to
wing mass element center of gravity
Pitching moment
Pitching moment
Pitching moment/rotor thrust
Aircraft total mass
Units
i/rad
i/rad 2
ND
_m
ft-lb ,ft
ft-lb
ft
ft
ft
ft
ib/ft
ft
ft-lb
_t-lb
ft-lb/ib
slugs
xxviii
S_mbol
Af
N
n
NF
N I
N1 IND
N1 8 IND
NII
N*
II
P
PC
pN
PR
P
Q
QIND
Ql_x
QN
QR
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Mass of fuselage mass element
Mass of one nacelle
Mass of wing mass element
Yawing moment
Yawing moment
Rotor normal force
Engine gas generator speed
Engine gas generator indicator
Engine gas generator speed at sea
level standard, static conditions
Referred engine gas generator speed
indicator
Engine power turbine speed
Engine power turbine speed at
sea level standard static conditions
Body axes roll rate
Horizontal distance from wing
leading edge to pivot location
Nacelle axes roll rate
Nacelle wind axes roll rate
Body axes roll rate
Body axes pitch rate or rotor torque
Torque indicator
Maximum engine torque available
Nacelle axes pitch rate
Nacelle wind axes pitch rate
Units
slugs
slugs
slugs
ft-lb
ft-lb
ib
rev/min
_w
rev/min
rad/sec
ft.
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec or ib-ft
ND
ib-ft
r ad/sec
rad/sec
xxvix
S[mbol
Q*
q
qs
R
RHP
R N
R R
r
r
r
n
S
SF
SHP
SHP*
T
TEA
(TIGE/TOGE)
TI-_T 3
t
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Engine torque at sea level standard
static condition
Body @xes pitch rate or freestream
dynamlc pressure
Dynamic pressure based on rotor
slipstream = (q +T/A)
Body axes yaw rate or rotor resultant
force or rotor radius
Rotor horsepower
Nacelle axes yaw rate
Nacelle wind axes yaw rate
Body axes yaw rate
Radius vector
Landing gear tire radius
Surface area
Rotor side force
Shaft horsepower
Engine shaft horsepower at sea level
standard static conditions
Rotor thrust
Engine referred turbine inlet
temperature
Ratio of the rotor thrust in ground
effect to the thrust out of ground
effect
Coefficients of curve fit equations
for rotor/rotor interference
Time
Units
ib-ft
rad/sec or ib/ft 2
ib/ft 2
=ad/sec or
ib or ft
mm
_ad/sec
rad/sec
=ad/sec
mm
ft.
ft 2
ib
ib
degrees
ND
sec
xxx
Symbol
U
U !
upA
V
V t
V'
V,
V
V
V !
vi
vpA
V,
W.L.
W !
WDTIND
W
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
i
Body axes longitudinal component of
velocity at aircraft center of grav±ty
or rotor huD, wing, horizontal and
vertical tail velocities referred to
rotor shaft and local surface chord axes
respectively.
Body axes longitudinal component of
velocity at rotor hub and wing aerodynamic
center
Body axes longitudinal component of
velocity at pilots station
Total velocity
Rotor tip speed
Resultant flow through rotor disc
Non-dimensional rotor forward velocity
Total Velocity Vector
Body axes lateral component of velocity
at aircraft center of gravity or rotor
hub wing, horizontal and vertical tail
velocities referred to rotor shaft and
local surface chord axes respectively
Body axes lateral component of velocity
at rotor hub and wing aerodynamic center
Rotor induced velocity
Body axes lateral component of velocity
at pilots station.
Non-dimensional rotor induced velocity
Fuselage water line position
Weight of aircraft components
Fuel flow indicator
Body axes vertical component of velocity
at aircraft center of gravity or rotor
Units
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
N.D.
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/sec
NoD.
inches
lb.
ft/sec
xxxi
NOMENCLATURE
DefinitionSymbol
hub, wing, horizontal and vertical tail
velocities referred to rotor shaft and
local surface chord axes respectively
W ! Body axes vertical component of veloc-
ity at rotor hub and wing aerodynamic
center
wpA Body axes vertical component of veloc-
ity at pilots station.
Xsubscrip t Longitudinal distance, measured positive
forward from nacelle pivot along body axes
_XsubscriptLongitudinal force, measured positive for-
ward along body axes
X
aero Total longitudinal aerodynamic force at
center of gravity measured positive for-
ward along body axes.
sprscript Longitudinal force, measured positive
X subscript forward along body axes.
q
XNort h Longitudinal ground track velocity
Ysubscript Lateral distance, measured positive
along right wing along body axes
AYsubscriptLateral force, measured positive
along right wing in body axes
Yaero Total lateral aerodynamic force at center
of gravity measured positive along right
wing in body axes
Lateral force, measured positive alongsprscript
Y subscript right wing in body axes
Q
YEast Lateral ground track velocity
subscript Vertical distance, measured positive down
nacelle pivot along body axes
AZsubscriptVertical force, measured positive down
along body axes
Zaero Total vertical aerodynamic force at center
Units
ft/sec
ft.
lb.
lb.
lb.
ft/sec
ft.
lb.
lb.
lb.
ft/sec
ft.
lb.
lb.
xxxii
NOMENCLATURE
DefinitionSymbol
of gravity, measured positive down along
body axes.
Vertical force, measured positive down
z_sprscript along body axes
subscript
Zdown Vertical ground track velocity
Vertical distance from nacelle pivot to
center of gravity of aircraft component,
positive down from nacelle pivot along
body axes.
Angle of attack
Angle of sideslip
!
AW 'fue i Vertical distance between wing fuel center
of gravity and wing mass element center of
gravity
w'NF
Vertical distance between fixed nacelle
center of gravity and wing mass element
center of gravity.
wmw
Vertical distance between wing center of
gravity and wing mass element center of
gravity.
Control element (surface or stick) angul-
ar or linear displacement
c
Vertical distance between cargo center of
gravity and fuselage mass element center
of gravity
'CR
Vertical distance between crew center of
gravity and fuselage mass element center
of gravity
F !
Vertical distance between fuselage center
of gravity and fuselage mass element oenter
o_.gra_ity
5!
HT
Vertical distance between horizontal tail
center of gravity and fuselage mass ele-
ment center of gravity
Units
lb.
ft/sec
ft.
rad
rad
ft.
ft.
ft.
deg.
or in.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
xxxiii
Symbo I
VT
E
Co
E
iLR
E
iRL
E
W
_wl÷_w4
H'
w 'fue i
H !
w'NF
S !
WtW
C
!
nCR
!
n F
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Vertical distance between vertical tail
center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity
Wing or rotor downwash angle
Wing downwash angle at zero wing angle
of attach
Rotor/rotor interference angle, left
rotor on right rotor
Rotor/rotor interference angle, right
rotor on left rotor
Wing on rotor interference
Rotor sideslip angle or damping ratio
Wing damping ratio
Horizontal distance between wing fuel
center of gravity and wing mass element
center of gravity
Horizontal distance between fixed nacelle
center of gravity and wing mass element
center of gravity
Horizontal distance between wing center
of gravity and wing mass element center
of gravity
Horizontal distance between cargo center
of gravity and fuselage mass element
center of gravity
Horizontal distance between crew center
of gravity and fuselage mass element
center of gravity
Horizontal distance between fuselage
center of gravity and fuselage mass
UNITS
ft.
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad
orN .D.
N.D.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft
xxxiv
Symbol NOMENCLATURE
Definition
element center of gravity
_T Horizental tail efficiency
HT
Horizental distance between horizontal
tail center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity.
Vertical tail efficiency factor
Horizontal distance between vertical
tail center of gravity and fuselage mass
element center of gravity
q
TR
Transmission efficiency
Aircraft pitch or Euler angle or temper-
ature ratio
Wing twist angle
Rotor collective pitch angle at three
quarter radius
Angle between the rotor shaft and a line
drawn through the nacelle center of
gravity from the pivot.
Rotor advance ratio = V/_R
Tire sliding coefficient of friction when
sliding sidewards (for concrete)
_0
Tire rolli_g coefficient of friction
(for concrete)
Coefficient of rolling friction for
brakes
_I ÷ _R4 Terms of wing immersed area calculation
3.14159
p Ambient air density
Units
N.O°
lb.
N°O.
ft.
N°O°
rad
or
N.D.
rad
deg.
rad
N.O°
N,O.
slug/ft 3
Fuselage sidewash angle rad
XXXV
Symbol
T D
T E
THT
TLAS
TVT
Tp
T r
T 6s
T_r
T 1
T 2
÷
X
NOMENCLATURE
Definition
Ambient density ratio
Angle between freestream velocity and
rotor resultant force
Engine response time constant
Engine response time constant
Horizontal tail effectiveness
Load alleviationsystem time constant
Vertical tail effectiviness
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Lateral directional SAS time constant
Rotor thrust response time constant
Rotor thrust response time constant
Aircraft roll angle or Euler angle
Rotor swashplate phase angle
Functionain wing vertical bending equations
Rotor wake skew angle
Aircraft yaw angle or Euler angle
Rotor or engine rotational speed
Rotational speed vector
Natural frequency
mwl ÷ mw3 Wing natural frequency
xxxvi
Units
N°D.
rad
sec.
sec.
rad/rad
sec
rad/rad
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
Subscripts
A
AC
ACT
AERO
a
B
c
CG
CR
C/4
DUM
E
EFF
e
F
FAC
FUEL
FUELcG
FUS
F'
f
GLAS
GYRO
g
HL
Available
Aerodynamic center
Actuator
Aerodynamic force
Aileron
Longitudinal stick
Cargo
Center of gravity
Crew
Quarter chord
Dummy variable
Engine
Effective
Elevator or effective
Fuselage
Fuselage aerodynamic center
Fuel in wing
Fuel center of gravity
Fuselage
Fuselage less landing gear
Flap
Load alleviation system
Gyroscopic
Ground or gust
Left rotor hub
xxxvii
Subscripts
HR
HT
HTCG
IGE
i
L
LAS
LE
LG
L-L
LN
LR
LRH
LT
LW
LW
o
MAX
N
NF
NFC&
NL
NR
NT
n
Right rotor hub
Horizontal tail
Horizontal tail center of_gravity
In ground effect
Immersed
Left wing or rotor
Load alleviation system
Left engine
Landing gear
Rotor lead-lag
Left nacelle
Left rotor
Left rotor hub
Left wing tip
Left wing
Left wing referred to freestream
Maximum
Nacelle or natural frequency
Fixed portion of nacelle
Fixed portion of nacelle center of gravity
Left nacelle
Right nacelle
Tilting portion of nacelle
Landing gear index, n=l left gear, n=2
right gear, n-3 nose gear
xxxviii
Subscripts
OGE
P
POWER
PA
R
RE
KEQ
RIGID
RN
RR
RRH
RT
RUD
RW
RW
O
S
SP
STALL
T
TH
VT
VTCG
W
WAC
WCG
Out of ground effect
Power, nacelle pivot, or rotor polar moment
of inertia
Power
Pilot station
Right wing, rotor or rudder pedal
Right engine
Required
Rigid
Right nacelle
Right rotor
Right rotor hub
Right wing tip
Rudder
Right wing
Right wing referred to freestream
Rotor shaft, side, or lateral stick
Spoiler
Stall
Tail, total or wing tip
Throttle
Vertical tail
Vertical tail center of gravity
Wing
Wing aerodynamic center
Wing center of gravity
xxxix
Subscripts
x Along the lonitudinal body axes, positive
forward
Y Along the lateral body axes, positive out
right wing
Along the vertical body axes, positive
down
Denotes a vector quantity
Superscripts
(c) Referes to cargo or payload weight
(CR) Refers to aircraft crew weight
F Fuselage
F !
HT
(HT)
IGE
LW
N
NL
NR
(p)
(q)
RW
(r)
T
VT
(VT)
W
Fuselage less landing gear
Horizontal tail
Refers to horizontal tail
In ground effect
Left wing
Nacelle
Left wing tip at pivot
Right wing tip at pivot
Roll axes
Pitch axes
Right wing
Yaw axes
Total of horizontal and ver
ight component
Vertical tail i_e
Referes to vertical tail we{ght co nt
Wing
xl \\,
\
\
\ \
\
superscripts
(W'FUEL) Refers to wing fuel weight
(Wf ' )
(W'NF)
(W'W )
QQ
Refers to fuselage weight component
Refers to weight of fixed portion of nacelle
Refers to wing weight componen_
First derivative with respect to time; repre -
sents velocity
Second derivative with _espect to time; repre-
sents acceleration
I I I
Denotes an interim calculation or coeffieclent
in local wind axes
Denotes an interim calculation
Denotes average value
Denotes interim calculation or calculation
in freestream wind axes
Denotes an interim calculation
+ Denotes an interim calculation
A Denotes an interim calculation
II Absolute values
NOTES
i.
o
Some symbols not defined in this section,
but used in this report, are defined _n
the section of the report they are used.
Alternate definitions, where applicable,
for each symbol are given. Select the
appropiate definition for each particular
section
.
•
All distances are measured with respect to
the nacelle pivot. Distances are positive
forward, down and to the right of the pivot.
Forces are positive forward, down, and to
the right.
A or _ preceeding a symbol generally denotes
an incremental change.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Piloted simulation is a useful and important tool in the
design, development and test of new flight vehicles. Figure
1.1 shows a summary of some of these uses as they could be
applied to the Model 222 tilt rotor aircraft.
As part of Contract NAS2-6598 Boeing Vertol developed a com-
plex mathematical model of the Model 222 tilt rotor, intended
primarily for use with the NASA Flight Simulator for Advanced
Aircraft (FSAA) at Ames Research Center. The purpose of this
report is to document the development of that mathematical
model and to substantiate the methods which were uniquely de-
veloped for this purpose.
1.0-i
0Q Evaluation of Tilt Rotor Handling Qualities
• Stability and Control
• Control System Optimization
• Evaluation of Man-in-the-Loop System Compatibility
• Evaluation of Malfunction Effects
Evaluation of Tilt Rotor Performance
• Maneuver Capability
• VTOL and STOL Takeoff and Landing Capability
As a Tool to Evaluate Configuration Changes
• Changes in Cockpit Layout
• Changes in Tail, Size
• Changes in Geometry
• Changes in SAS Configuration
• Changes in Elastic Characteristics
As a Flight Test Support Tool
• Development of Emergency Techniques
• Familiarization of Flight Crews with Aircraft
Characteristics Prior to Flight
• Correlation Studies
• Exploration of Flight-Discovered Phenomena
Figure No. 1. 1. Summary of Uses for Piloted Simulation
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2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION
The objective of this program was to develop a real time simu-
lation program for a tilt rotor aircraft to be used at the NASA-
Ames simulation facility in conjunction with the Flight Simu-
lator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) for evaluation of tilt rotor
aircraft performance and handling characteristics throughout
the flight envelope and identifying problem areas within the
envelope.
The mathematical model developed under this contract includes
the basic 6 degree of rigid body freedom outer loop equations
written about the instantaneous center of gravity with all
inertial and aerodynamic coupling terms included. Euler angles
are used to properly orient the aircraft in space.
Rotor forces and moments are input to the equations from
curve-fit data. The rotor data bank applies to the Boeing
Model 222 tilt rotor. Calculation_of the rotor forces and
moments on-line for real time simulation is not practical
because of the complexity of the programs required to represent
the lag-flap coupling effects of the soft-in-plane hingless
rotor. Analytical studies show that the lag-flap coupling has
a large effect upon the phasing of the hub forces and moments
of the rotor thereby altering the direct rotor effects on air-
craft stability significantly. The rotor rotational degree
of freedom is included to represent the effects of rotor inertia
which are included in the representation of the thrust manage-
ment system.
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IThe effects of rotor-on-wing, wing-on-rotor, and rotor-on-
hbrizontal tail are included in this program. The effects of
rbtor-on-wing are represented by calculation of the slipstream
angle of attack of the portions of _he aircraft operating in
the rotor slipstream by momentum methods and resolving the
associated forces and moments to body axes. Correlation with
test data are shown in Section 6.5.2 to verify these inter-
ference effects. The effects of the rotor slipstream on the
horizontal tail downwash are also calculated by momentum methods.
The angle through which the flow through the rotor is turned
is assumed to represent the change in tail downwash. Provi-
sions are made to incorporate the upwash effects of the wing
on the rotor. Lifting line theory should be used to compute
I
these effects.
The effects on lateral/directional parameters caused by rotor
wake skew on the wing are included by computing the change in
immersed wing area during sidewards flight and sideslips.
Structural dynamics effects included consist of the first mode
wing vertical bending and the first wing torsion mode. These
wing structural modes have been included on a "quasistatic"
basis; i.e. the natural frequencies of vibration of the struc-
ture are much higher than the frequencies of the rigid body
motion, and the coupling is in the aerodynamic terms.
The aerodynamics of the fuselage, empennage, nacelles, wings
and rotors are included in detail. The aerodynamics of the
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wing and rotors are written separately for the left and right
sides. The effects of the wing leading edge umbrellas are in-
cluded, with provisions for the direct effects of wing down-
load and pitching moment with the u_brellas open in slow flight.
Ground effects are considered on the rotors, wing and horizon-
tal tail. The effects of Mach number on the airplane are
treated by application of the Prandtl-Glauert rule. The
effects of Math number on the rotor data have been included
in the curve fit equations.
The control system elements represented include pilot command,
three axis stability augmentation systems, a load alleviation
system (LAS) and a thrust management system. Control system
actuator dynamics are represented by appropriate first order
and second order lags. The systems are assumed to be "tight"
in that thresholds, biases and hysteresis loops are neglected.
Turbine engine performance with appropriate dynamic responses
are included. Engine power is computed for the range of flight
condition necessary to cover the flight envelope. A relative-
ly simple engine dynamic response model modulates the power
output in response to pilot control of throttle position.
Landing gear is represented by a spring-damper system without
complex calculation of oleo strut response.
The effects of rotor tilt angle on the aircraft center of gravity
and inertia are included. Forces and moments resulting from
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acceleration of the nacelles during tilting maneuvers are
calculated in the program.
An airframe representation/preprocessor calculation is included
that enables the user to input the location of major structural
elements of the aircraft in terms of water line, butt line and
station line location. All lengths and inertias required by
the equation are then calculated. This feature enables the user
to quickly change the location of major elements to assess their
impact on vehicle response. The rest of the input data required
has been kept to a minimum to augment the programs' usefulness.
Provisions have been include_ to provide a very flexible de-
l
I
sign tool which enables theJ_stute user to perform a wide
variety of studies. Figur_
of the mathematical model
should be emphasized that
capability. /
['
J
2.1 summarizes the salient features
_scribed in this document. It
his model has full flight envelope
J
/
I
/
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Full Flight Envelope Capability with Total Force
Representation
• 6 Rigid Body Degrees of Freedom
• . Independent Nacelle Pitch Degree of Freedom
• 2 Elastic Degrees of Freedom
• 1 Rotor Rotational Degree of Freedom
Includes the Aerodynamics of:
• Rotors
• Wings
• Rotor/Wing & Wing/Rotor Interference
• Fuselage
• Landing Gear
• Tail Surfaces
• Engines
Control System Elements:
• Pilot Command
• SAS
• Load Alleviation System (LAS)
• Thrust and Power Management System
Aeroelastic Representation
• Wing Vertical Bending
• Wing Torsion
Figure 2.1. Salient Features of Math Model
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3.0 SIGN CONVENTIONS
Standard aircraft sign conventions have been used throughout
this report. Sign conventions are as follows:
Positive X axis forward
Positive Y axis outward along the right wing.
Positive Z axis downward perpendicular to the XY plane.
Lift is positive along the negative Z axis.
Pitching moment is positive nose-up about the Y axis.
Sideforce is positive outward in the direction of the
positive Y axis.
Yawing moment is positive nose-right.
Rolling moment is positive right wing down.
Positive elevator deflection is trailing edge down
Positive rudder deflection is rudder-trailing-edge-left.
Positive aileron deflection is right-flaperon-trailing-
edge-down.
Positive spoiler deflection is left-hand-spoiler-deflec-
ted-upward.
Positive deflection of the pilot's stick and rudder pedals
yields positive aircraft pitch, roll, and yaw moments
from negative control deflections.
Rotor sign conventions are illustrated in Section 7.0
Special sign convention used in the derivations are noted in
the appropriate section.
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4.0 MODEL 222 TILT ROTdR AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION
The Boeing Model 222 Ti_t Rotor Research Aircraft, shown in
Figure 4.1 uses two 26-foot diameter soft in-plane hingeless
rotors of the same design that has already been demonstrated
in the NASA/Ames 40 by 80-foot tunnel. The soft in-plane
rotor is mechanically simple and provides excellent flying
qualities characteristics as well as freedom from aeroelastic
problems. It is service proven on the FAA certified BO-105
helicopter. For transition,the rotors tilt from hover position
(rotor disk horizontal) to cruise position (rotor disk verti-
Cal). Intermediate nacelle positions provide optimum per-
formance capability for climb, descent and for STOL operations.
The Model 222 is powered by two modified Lycoming T53-L-13B
turboshaft engines mounted in fixed (nontilting) nacelles at
each wing tip. The rotors are interconnected by a cross shaft
for single engine operation. The engine power available yields
excellent single engine and temperature-altitude performance.
Fuselage and empennage are production (MU-2J) components,
modified to accept the Model 222 wing and two production (OV-10)
ejection seats. The retractable tricycle landing gear is also
the existing MU-2J gear modified to provide increased energy
absorption.
Collective and cyclic pitch of the rotors, together with
nacelle tilt, provide high control power in hover. In the
cruise mode, control is by conventional airplane elevators,
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rudder, flaperons and spoilers. Leading-edge "u/_breila" flaps
and large deflection trailing-edge flaps reduce download and
ground effect turbulences in hover. Operation of flaps, umbrel-
las and elevator as well as phasing out of the rotor controls
is mechanically programmed with nacelle tilt to relieve pilot
workload.
A limited-authority stability augmentation system includes
feedback from angle-of-attack, yaw angle, and dynamic pressure.
In cruise flight it feeds back two axes of cyclic pitch to the
rotor control. This provides increased static stability and
reduces blade loads to increase fatigue margins. The feedback
system is not required for either stability or structural in-
tegrity. This system permits easy variation of the stability
characteristics of the aircraft.
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5.0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
This section presents the derivation of the airframe equations
of motion and the simplifications that were made in order to
obtain the final equations as presented in Appendix E. The
treatment accounts for all six rigid-body degrees-of-freedom
Theincluding the effects of the tilting nacelles and rotors.
principal features of the derivation are:
Assumption of X-Z plane of symmetry
• The basic equations are derived about the instantaneous
center of gravity of the aircraft since the center
of gravity isstrongly dependent on nacelle incidence.
• Rotor and engine gyroscopic terms are included
• The wing elastic degrees of freedom do not couple
inertially. The coupling occurs through the
aerodynamic terms in the eql_ations as discussed
in Section 12.
• Wing aeroelastic effects are not included in the
center of gravity calculations.
5.1 AXES SYSTEM
A set of right-handed orthogonal axes OXYZ is placed at the
center of mass of the aircraft and is fixed in the aircraft
such that OX lies in the lateral plane of symmetry and is
positive forward parallel to the fuselage water line zero.
The remaining axes are placed as shown in Figure 5.1.
The orientation of the aircraft is defined with respect to a
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set of earth-fixed axes C X'Y'Z'. With the axes OXYZ initially
parallel to C X'Y'Z', the aircraft is yawed to the right about
0 through an angle _, then pitched up about OZ through the
angle e and finally rolled right about OX through the angle _.
If V and _ are the aircraft velocity and angular velocity
vectors relative to the earth-fixed axes, the projections of
these vectors on the moving axes are U, V, and W, for the
components along OX, OY and OZ, and P, Q and R for the angular
velocity components.
Thus
v = u! + + _ (5.11
n_ = P! + Qi + Rk_ (5.2)
where the unit vectors _, i and _ lie along OX, OY and OZ.
5.2 AIRCRAFT GROUND TRACK
The components of V relative to the earth-fixed axes are
obtained in terms of U, V, W and $,0,¢ as, (See Reference i0 ),
dX'
dt = U cos 8 cos _ + V(sin ¢ sin % cos _ - cos _ sin _)
+ W (cos _ sin 8 cos _ + sin 8 sin _)
dY'
dt - U cos 8 sin _ + V(sin ¢ sin e sin _ + cos ¢ cos _)
+ W (cos ¢ sin 8 sin _ - sin # cos _) (5.3)
dZ'
dt - -U sin 0 + Vsin ¢ cos 8 +Wcos # cos e
Integration of these equations gives the aircraft ground track.
A further relationship may be obtained between the rate of
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change of the Euler angles (_,e,#) _nd the components of the
angular velocity in the moving axes system, viz,
= (Rcos @ + Qsin @)sec
= Q cos _ - Rsin _ (5.4)
= P +  sin e
5.3 FORCE EQUATION
The total external force, F, acting at the aircraft center
of mass is given by
[_'6V _]d (mY) = m l___. + a xF - dt --
L.
6V
where m is the mass of the aircraft and -- is the rate
6t
of change of V with respect to the moving reference frame
(5.5)
OXYZ i.e.
6V _ .% j&
--_ = U i + Vj + Wk (5.6)6t -- --
If [ has components F x, Fy and F z along the respective axes
then
.....F= Fx i + Fyj + F z k = m i + Vj + Wk +
4% _ ,%
i 3 k
P Q R
U V W
thus
F x = m (U + QW - RV)
Fy = m (V + RU - PW)
F z = m (W + PV - QU)
(5 .7)
The forces Fx, Fy and F z are given by
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Fx = XAERO- mg sin e
Fy = YAERO + mg sin # cos e
F z = ZA_.RO + mg cos # cos e
(5.8)
where XAERO, etc., are the components of the total aerodynamic
force acting at the aircraft center of mass.
Substituting equations (5.8) in equations (5.7), the following
equations are obtained for the aircraft accelerations,
(5.9)
6 - XAERO
m - g sin e- QW + RV
_ YAERO + g cos 8 sin _ - RU + PW
m
- ZAERO + g cos 8 cos _ + QU - PV
m
5.4 MOI_NT EQUATION
The derivation of the equations for the total moment acting
about the aircraft center of mass is complicated by the fact
tnat the center of mass changes position due to the tilting
nacelles. Thus the centers of gravity of the principal aircraft
component masses of the wings (mw), fuselage (including tails)
(mf), and nacelles _mN), move with respect to the reference
axes OXYZ placed at the instantaneous overall center of gravity
of the aircraft. The equation of motion for such a mass ele-
ment will first be obtained and the total moment found by add-
ing the contributions of all the elements.
5.5 EQUATION OF MOTION FOR AMASS ELEMENT
With reference to Figure (5.1) O'xyz is a right-handed set of
axes placed at the center of gravity of the representative
mass. The axes are parallel to the set OXYZ. The mass, m,
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rotates about its own center of gravity with angular velocity
which, in general, differs from _ the angular velocity of
the aircraft. If r is the radius vector from O to O' then the
velocity of the center of mass of the element is
6r
V= --+ _ x r
6t
(5.1o)
The angular momentum of this mass about O is
h = m (r x V) + ho (5.11)
where ho is the angular momentum of m about its own center of
mass and is given by
ho = i _ (5.12)
where_
I=
°
Ixx -Ixy -Ixz
Iy x Iyy -Iy z
-Izx -Izy Izz
(5.13)
and Ixx, etc., are the moments and products of inertia of the
mass about O'xyz.
The total moment, G, about the aircraft center of mass is
given by
dh 6h
G - -- - -- + _ x h (5.14)
dt 6t -- --
Using equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) in (5.14) the
moment becomes
F6r (6rTT r) (_r+ r x L r)_ _-_O = m x + n x -- _t _ + _- x T ' (I__)
- t6t o,. -
+ m Ex r x + n_x + Ex __
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which reduces to
G 2m_(r 6rl+ 62r 6_ (_)= _ _. mr x + m (r.r) 'mr r.- - --
-2m 6r_6t(,.r)__ -m(r._)(,xr) + I 6w__6t+ --Q X(i _)
(5.16)
The only masses that possess angular velocities different from
that of the aircraft are the nacelles, which are free to pitch
• diN
about O' with angular rate i -
dt
generally as
A
Thus _ may be written
(5.17)
Now, with £ = X__ + Y_ + Z_,_ where X, Y, and Z are the in-
stantaneous coordinates of the individual mass center relative
to the aircraft mass center, the various terms of equation
(5.16) are, in component form,
6r
r. -- - XX + ¥¥ + ZZ
-- 8t
_2r ^ ^ ^
r x _ = (Yz-zx)! - (xz-z_j + (X_-YX)k
6t
• A • A -A
(r.r) = (X 2 + y2 + Z 2) (Pi + QI + Rk)
re
_t
_.r = XP + YQ + ZR
[ ^ ^3(£.a_) (a_.xr) = (XP+YQ+XR) (QZ-RY) i- (PZ-m_)__+ (PY-XQ)k_
i _=6_= (IxX__TxzR)_+ lyy(_+_N)_ + (izz__ixz_)_
6t -- --
@ /%
__ x(I__) = (QR Izz-QPIxz-RQIyy-RINIyyli
-(PR Izz-p2Ixz-PR Ixx + R2Ixz)__
A
+(QR Ixz+PQIyy + P[NIyy - PQ Ixx)k -
where, in the last two terms, the products of inertia I
xy
are zero from symmetry considerations.
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and Ty Z
Substituting the above relations into equation (5.16) and
noting that y and _ are always zero (no lateral motion of the
individual masses) the following expressions are obtained for
A _ A
the components of the moment G = ALl + AMj + ANk :
AL = P[Ixx + m(Y 2 + Z2)] - (R+PQ)[Ixz + m XZI
+ RQ[Izz-Iyy+m(y2-z2)] + m YZ(R2-Q 2) - IyyR IN
+ m (YZ-2XYR - 2XZR + 2ZZP - XY (Q - PR))
AM = Q [lyy+m(X2+Z 2) ] - (R2-p 2) [Ixz + mXZ]
+ PR [Ixx-Izz + m(Z2-X2)] + Iyyl N (5.19)
+ m [XZ-X_ + 2Q(ZZ+XX)-XY (P+RQ)+YZ(PQ-R)]
AN = R [Izz+m(X2+y2)] - (P-RQ) [Ixz+m XZ] (5.20)
+ PQ [lyy-Ixx + m(X2-y2)] + IyyP IN
+ m [2XXR - YX - 2XZP - 2YZQ - YZ (Q+PR)+XY(Q2-P2)]
Summing the rolling moment equation:
L = IXX P-Ix_ (R+PQ)+ (Izz-Iyy)RQ (5.21)
+ mN(R2-Q2)(ZNR-ZNL)Y N + m N [YN(ZNR-_NL )
-2Q(XNR-XNL)YN-2R(XNRZNR + XNLZNL ) + 2P(_NRZNR +
ZNLZNL )-(Q-PR) (XNR-XNL) YN}+ 2mfZf (PZf -
N
RXf) + 2mwZw(P_.w - RXw)-R Iyy ([NL + [NR)
where IXX, IXZ, IZZ and I y are the inertias of the aircraft
about its center of gravity, and the subscripts f, w, NL and NR
stand for fuselage, wing, left nacelle and right nacelle. The
remaining symbols are defined in the List of Symbols. Similar
expressions are obtained for the pitching moment and yawing
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moment. In the interests of brevity the remainder of the dis-
cussion will be limited to equatiQn (5.21).
Evaluation of the terms of the rolling moment equation indicate
that this equation may be simplified considerably without a sig-
nificant change in accuracy. For example, terms containing
(XNR-XNL) may be dropped because XNR is normally identical to
XNL' i.e. the nacelles are raised or lowered together at the
same rate. Equation (5.21) may thus be written
L=IxxP-Ixz (R+PQ) + (Izz-Iyy)RQ + mNYN(XNR-ZNL) (5.22)
where the last term has been retained in consideration of the
high differential nacelle accelerations encountered during hover
maneuvers.
From the relationships presented in Appendix C the last term
of equation (5.22) may be rewritten as
-£mNYN [[NR cos (iNR-X) + i_L sin (iNL-X)
-i_R sin (iNR-I) - _NL cos (iNL-I)]
which may be approximated to
-£mNYN [[NR cos (iNR-X) - _NL cos (iNL-X)]
since the nacelle rates appear as squared terms.
(5.23)
(5 .24)
Similar treatment of the pitching moment and yawing moment
equations results in the following final form of the moment
equations.
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LAERO = IXX_-Ix2(R+PQ) + (Izz-Iyy)RQ
-£mNYN [[NR _os _iNR-I)- [NL cos (iNL-I)]
MAEKO = IyyQ - IMz(R2-p2) + (Ixx-Izz)PR
+ _'NR Yo + _mN [XR cos (iNR-X) - ZR sin (iNR-X) (5.25)
+ _NL [Iyy o + £mN [XL cos _ NL _) - ZL Sfn (_NL-_)_}
NAERO = Izz R-Ixz (P-RQ) + (Iyy-IXX) PQ
+ £mNYN [_NR sin (iNR-I) - _NL sin (iNL-I)]
where the moments LAERO, MAEROand NAERO represent the sum of
the aerodynamic moments and rotor/engine gyroscopic moments
N
about the aircraft center of mass. Iyy ° is the nacelle pitch
inertia referred to the nacelle-fixed axes system described in
Appendix C. Equations for the aircraft inertias are also
presented in that Appendix.
5.6 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR NACELLES
The equation of motion for a nacelle is required in order to
obtain the moment exerted by the nacelle on the wing tip at
the pivot. This moment is then used in the equations for wing
twist.
The angular momentum of a nacelle about its pivot point is
given by
h
-p
where
= (r-£p) x mNV + h
-o N
= m n (rxV) + h_o - mn[ p x V (s.26)
r
V
is the radius vector from aircraft c.g. to nacelle
c.g.
is the velocity of the nacelle c.g.
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ms. ,. _t.
h is the angular momentum of the nacelle about its
--ON own c.g.
mN is the nacelle mass
and _ is the radius vector from aircraft c.g. to
nacelle pivot
The term m n (rxV) + h_ is the angular momentum of the nacelle
about the aircraft c.g. (= h_G)
N
i.e. _ = h_cG - m N(r_2 x Z)
The moment about the pivot is
MGp = dt = _ mn (_p x V) = _CG - AG (5.27)
N
Since the quantity G_cg has already been obtained(equations
(5.18), (5.19) and (5.20)),only the remaining term needs to be
evaluated.
m r 6 {-.p _V )}AG = m N d (_pXV) = Nl6t x V + _p x _ + __(_ x V
{ (6_ r) (_ + flxr) (5.28)
= mN 6r--P x + fix + _r, x ___ 6r
_t 6t -- --
+__x x +__xr
Expansion of these terms results in the following expression
m /_ 6r (r_ _) 62r 6fi. . + r, x + -- (r._p)AG= _[6t x -+. 6r-_l-r/_KP
- _t - _t ; -t_t - _ _t -
-r --. -2--
-- -- 6t 6t --
+ _P _t "_-- (_p.a) (axr)
We require only the _ component of this vector in order to
obtain the nacelle pivot pitching moment.
The components of the vectors 2' _ and _ are
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A A A ^
= Xpi_+ YNi + zp__= - Xcai_+
A ^ A
r-- XN! + YNi + ZNk--
A A A
__ = Pi + Qj + Rk
^ A
YNi- ZCGk_
!_ _r
Noting that the ] components of , -_--are zero
- _t _t
a constant), the above expression yields
(since YN is
,, " 0 0 , •
AM = m N XNZcG-ZNXcG + ZcGX N + ZNXcG + PQ YNZN
- RQ XNYN]
(5.30)
Combining this equation with Equation (5.19) and using the
transformations given in Appendix C, the final equation for
the right-hand nacelle pivot actuator pitching moment becomes,
after some simplification,
MNR=-aNR YYo + £2mN l- -£2m N
+(R2-p2)sin(iNR-l) Cos (iNR-X -(R2-p 2) Izz ° sin iNR cos iNR
• mN[x )]- lyy ° Q + £ -- AEROsin(iNR-I) + ZAERO cos (iNR-Xm
-_mNY N {(R-PQ)sin (iNR-X)- (P + RQ)cos (iNR-k) _
+ (5.3l)
MNRAERO
where M includes the moment resulting from nacelle aero-
NRAERO
dynamic loads and the rotor gyroscopic moments. The terms
X and Z are, respectively, the total aircraft aerody-
AE_O A_RO
namic X and g forces.
The corresponding equation for the left nacelle actuator moment
is obtained by substituting -YN=YN and changing the R subscript
to L.
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5.7 DETErmINATION OF ROTOR GYROSCOPIC MOMENTS
The gyroscopic moments are most readily obtained as follows.
A set of axes O"x'y'z' is taken at the rotor hub (rotor e.g.)
parallel to the nacelle-fixed set of axes OxoYoZ O. Associated
with each axis are the corresponding unit vectors __' _' and
_'. The angular velocity of the rotor with respect to these
axes is the vector
A
= _R_' (5.32)
where mR is the rotor rotational speed.
The angular momentum of the rotor with respect to its c.g. is
h = I_
-o
where I_R is the inertia matrix
(5.33)
IRx' I_ ' ]
IR z
the off-diagonal terms being zero since the axes O"x'y'z' are
principal axes of inertia of the rotor and hub.
In component form the angular momentum of the rotor is
_' ^ (5.34)
h_o = IRy,_R_ = IR_R_' ,,
With respect to the inertial axes OXYZ, the components of
h-o are
. _
n_o = IRnRCOS aN__- iRnRsin ink (5.35)
The hub moment is therefore given by
GHUB = = + n_ x
6t 6t
w ere = + + i
(5.36)
(5.37)
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Suustitution of equations (5.35) and (5.37) into equation
(5.36) results in the following equations for the rotor gyro-
scopic moments.
Lgyro = IR6 R cos i N - IRn R (IN+Q) sin iN
_I = IRP_ R sin iN + IRR_ R cos iN
gyro
Ngyro ='IR_R sin i N - IRn R (IN+Q) cos iN
(5.38)
(5.39)
(5.40)
The above terms appear in the Computer Representation
(Appendix E) as additions to the rotor aerodynamic forces and
moments.
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6.0 AIRFRAME AERODYNAMICS
This section presents the mathematical equations and repre-
sentations of the aerodynamic data for the aircraft without
rotors. The contribution of the rotors is described in
Section 7. The overall airframe aerodynamics are obtained
from the following components:
(a) Fuselage
(b) Wings
(c) Horizontal Tail
(d) Vertical Tail
(e) Nacelles
The data and equations for each of the aerodynamic components
are discussed below, together with the substantiating methods.
The aerodynamic data are presented in local wind axes. Reso-
lution to aircraft body axes is accomplished as described in
the mathematical model (Appendix E). Where required, the
equations have been written so as to be applicable over the
entire range of angle of attack _ 180 degrees.
6.1 FUSELAGE
The aerodynamic lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients of
the fuselage were estimated using the methods of Reference | .
The forces and moments are referred to the point on the fuse-
lage corresponding to the wing quarter chord position. This
reference point was selected in order to minimize the number
of force and moment transfer equations in the mathematical
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model. Wing-to-body carryover effects have been included in
fuselage loads.
The equations for the fuselage forces and moments are:
Lift: CLF = K42 + K3SineFCOSe F + K4Sin_FCOS_FI
SinaFCOS_FI
Drag: CDF = CDOF(I + Kol 8FI3)+K2 (SineFCOSeF)2+ K 1
ISineFCOS_Fl + ACDLG
Side Force: CYF = K 7 SinBFCOS8 F + K 8 SinSFCOSSFISinSFCOSSFI
Pitching Moment:
CMF = CMOF + K5 Sin_FC°S_F + K6 SineFC°SSFl
Yawing Moment:
Sin_FCOS_Fl + ACML G
CNF = CNo F + K9SinSFCOS8 F + KIOSinBFCOSSFISinSFCOSBFI
Rolling Moment : C;_F = 0
where _F = Tan-l[W--I CL F
= Tan- V----L----],8F _U 2 + W2
L F
etc.2
PVFus SW
2
M F
= 2
CMF _ PVFus SwC W
2
etc.
and ACDL G, ACML G, are the landing gear contributions to fuselage
drag and pitching moment coefficients, when the landing gear is ex-
tended.
The fuselage forces and moments are then resolved into body
axes at the azrcraf_ C.G.
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6.2 NACELLES
The forces and moments acting on the nacelles were estimated
using the cross-flow methods of Reference 12 . For convenience
the resulting forces and moments are referred to the rotor hub,
so that they may be added directly to the rotor forces and
moments. The following equations are for the forces and
moments on two nacelles:
CLN = K32 sin eN cos SN
CDN = C D + K301aNI + K31 aN2
O N
CMN = CMo N + K34 sin a N cos a N + K35 sin aNCOS aNlsin aNCOS aNl
CYN = K36 sin 8N cos 8N + K37 sin 8N cos 8Nlsin 8N cos _NI
CN N = CNo N + K38sinSNcOSSN + K39sinSN cos 8NlsinSN cos 8NI
CIN O
The nacelle forces and moments in nacelle axes are:
1
= CLN - CYN_X_ qN Sw[-CD N cos a N + sin a N sin 8N cos _N]_
- CDNAY_ = qN Sw[Cy N cos 8N sin 8N] 1
1
AZ_ = qN Sw[-CL N cos a N - CDN cos 8N sin s N -CYN sin 8Nsin aN] _
h_'N qN SW bw[-I ) CMN sin 8N cos a N - CNN sin aN] _
= qN SwCwEC  Ncos BNI½
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6.3 HORIZONTAL TAIL
Aerodynamics of the horizontal tail were obtained using the
methods of Reference l in combination with test data. The
horizontal tail includes a plain elevator.
The angle of attack of the horizontal tail, including inter-
ference effects, for zero elevator deflection, is
_HT = Tan - ¢ + iHT
LuHTJ
where _ is the total downwash at the tail due to wing, rotor
and ground effects and iHT is the tail incidence angle.
The effect of elevator deflection on the effective tail angle
of attack is introduced through the elevator effectiveness
parameter, _HT, which is a function of the elevator and horizon-
tal tail areas. Thus the effectiv_ horizontal tail angle of
attack is
UeHT = UHT + THT6e
where 6e is the elevator deflection.
The tail downwash angle, E, depends on wing angle of attack and
on rotor slipstream deflection. At a given rotor angle of attack,
the slipstream deflection is a function of rotor thrust coeffi-
cient, CTs , where the coefficient is based on the slipstream
dynamic pressure. Figure 6.1 presents data on downwash angles
measured during tests on a tilt rotor wind tunnel model (Refer-
ence 7). As can be seen, the downwash at low values of thrust
coefficient is the same as the value of the power-off wing
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Figure 6. 1. Variation of Horizontal Tail Downwash Angle with Thrust Coefficient
downwash (CTs=0). Above values of CTS in the neighborhood of
CTs=.5 the downwash increases with increasing thrust coeffi-
cient. The values in the increasing portion of e _ CTs were
found to correspond approximately to the slipstream deflection
angle ap. Therefore, the approach adopted in the mathematical
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model was to test if the rotor slipstream downwash (_p) ex-
ceeded the wing downwash and, if so, to use the computed slip-
stream downwash value as the tail downwash angle. Otherwise
the wing downwash value was used.
Thus if
- a_ (_w _AC U_
then _ = _p(I-GEF)
/yz 
otherwise
[ d_ - W I (I-GEF)E = Co + _ (_W - %AC _ 1/__M 2
In these expressions eo is the wing downwash angle at zero
d--!E is the downwash derivative, £AC iswing angle-of-attack, d_
the distance from the wing to the tail aerodynamic centers, and
£AC -- is the familiar downwash lag term. In general, the
U 2
quantities _o and dg__ _lepend on the average of the left and
right flaperon deflections. The effect o_ different%al _e_lec-
tion of aileron/spoiler in producing an asymmetrical downwash
field at the horizontal tail was not included because of the
small contribution this makes to total aircraft rolling moment.
The term (1-GEF) in the above equations is the ground effect
factor. This quantity was obtained from Reference l0 and is a
function of the wing span and height of the horizontal tail
above the ground. This factor, when multiplied by the downwash
which would be found out of ground effect, yields the downwash
in ground effect. Ground effect is discussed in more detail
in Section i0.
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The lift and drag forces acting on the horizontal tail are
required over the complete range of angle of attack -180 ° to
+180 ° , since the tilt rotor can fly backwards. The following sketch
shows the schematic variation of lift and drag coefficients
over this range plotted as a function of the effective horizon-
tal tail angle of attack, SeHT.
C L
A
°
C L s_
;%
CL _ + _e
o _+ 9 0o___/l 8 0 °
C_
e
A
The angle of attack for CLHTMAx is denoted by UHT+ and is
the value of the effective angle of attack at the stall less
2 degrees i.e.
_HT+ = (_ttTSTAL L -2°) + "CttT6e
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Similarly the angle of attack for stall at negative angles of
attack is
^
eHT_ = -(_HTSTAL L __:o) + _HT6 e
The slope of the lift curve within this range of positive and
negative angles of attack is given by
a = CLH T
where ag/a is the ratio of tail lift-curve slopes in and out
of ground effect, and _ is the Prandtl-Glauert correction
factor for the effect of Mach number on lift-curve slope.
Within this region on the lift curve the value of lift coeffi-
cient is given by CL, T = CLa aeHTand the corresponding drag
coefficient by
= +
CDHT CDoH T
2C{HT
_ARHT
After stall angle of attack is passed the lift is assumed to
fall linearly to zero at a e =_90 °.
In these regions the lift is given by
A
CLa = CLa a+ (+90-aeH T)
A
(Z90-_HT+_
where the appropriate signs are taken depending on the sign
of meHT"
The corresponding drag is obtained by assuming a linear varia-
tion of drag from the value at CLMAx to a value of C D = 1.1
(flat plate normal to stream) at _eH T 90 ° Thus
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ACLHTsTALL CLa _HT+
C D = + 2C_
HTSTAL L CDOHT HTSTAL L
.ARHT
and
= C D + (_eH T aHT +) (I.I-C D )CDHT HTSTAL L _ HTSTALL
(!90-aHT+)
If the effective angle of attack of the horizontal tail exceeds
+90 ° the tail will point trailing-edge first into the relative
wind. Under this condition early stalling is precipitated
because of the sharp "leading edge" and blunt "trailing edge".
In order to represent this, it was assumed that the attainable
CLMAx of the tail under these conditions is half that occurring
in normal flight.
Thus if 90 ° < < (180 - 1 _HT_)
aeHT --
or i ^ < _90 °(-180 + _ SHT+) _ SeHT
then
^
CLH T = .5CLa aHT_
(aeHT i-90°)
A
(90 °- _aHT - )
^ ( + 90 ° )
or CLHT = .5CL a aNT+ aeH T
(-90 + _ _HT+)
2
The corresponding drag coefficients are:
for 90 ° < < (180 );
aeHT -- - _HT_
A
CLHTsTALL = 0.5 C L aHTa
2C 2 +
LNTSTAL L CDOHTC =
DHTsTALL _ARH T
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Awhich gives CDH T = C D + (eeHT + 0.5 _HT_-IS0 °) (I.I-CDHTsTALL)
HTSTALL (_0.5L _HT_-90 °
1 ^
and for (-180 + _ _HT+) < aeH T < -9_0°;
A
CLHTsTAL L = 0.5 CLs _HT+
CDHTsTALL = 2C{HTsTALL + CDOH T
_ARHT
+I80°-.5_HT+)
which gives CDH T = CDHTsTALL _ (_eH T (1.1 CDHTsTALL
(.5_HT+-90°)
In the range (180-.5_HT _) _ eeH T _< 180 °
unstalled
= (_ - 180 ° )
CLHT CL_ eHT
+ 2C_H T
CDHT = CDOH T __
ARHT
and similarly for the range -180 ° _ SeH T <
CLH T = CL_ (UeHT + 180 ° )
2C_HT= +
CDHT CDoH T
_ARHT
when the tail has
(-180 + .5 SHT+)
The above equations define the variation of tail lift and drag
over the entire range of angle of attack. The tail pitching
moment is not computed since it makes only a small contribu-
tion to the total aircraft pitching moment.
6.4 VERTICAL TAIL
The aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the vertical tail
were estimated using the methods of Reference 1. The angle
of attack of the vertical tail is given by
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=- Tan-liVvT ]+ 8F(d_
VT [_U_vT÷W_VT] _ )
where uVT, vVT and wVT are the components of velocity at the
vertical tail aerodynamic center as given in Appendix C. The
Ida) is the sidewash correction for the presence ofterm 8F
the fuselage.
As in the treatment of the horizontal tail, the effect of
rudder deflection is obtained using a rudder effectiveness
parameter TVT. Thus the effective angle of attack of the
vertical tail when the rudder is deflected is
' _eVT = _VT + TVT 6RUD
The treatment of the vertical tail aerodynamics through the
complete angle of attack range -180 ° to +180 ° then follows
the same lines as that for the horizontal tail aerodynamics
previously described.
The vertical tail forces and moments in body axes are then
obtained from:
VT [_CDvTXAER O = qSvTnV T cos (SVT-S) cos (_HT-iHT)
- CYvTsin (SVT-_) cos (_HT-iHT_
w C v O' C W-°YAhoo= q_TnvT -CDw
VT
= -CYv TZAER O qSvTnVT _CDvTC°S(SvT-_)sin(sHT-iHT) sin(SVT-_)
sin(eHT-iHT) ]
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VT VT VT
MAERO = ZAERO (XcG-XvT) + XAERO (ZvT-ZcG)
VT VT
NAERO = -YAERO (XcG-XvT)
VT VT
LAERO = - YAERO (ZVT-ZCG)
6.5 WING AERODYNAMICS
The treatment of the wing aerodynamics is the most complex of
all the components. Because wing flexibility must be repre-
sented, each wing panel required a separate treatment. The
approach adopted for simulation purposes was first to obtain
the aerodynamic forces and moments on the complete wing con-
sidered as rigid and uninfluenced by slipstream interference
effects. With this data as a basis the effects of elastic
deflection were introduced as an increment in the effective angle
of attack of each wing panel and the rotor slipstream inter-
ference was then calculated. This approach is described in
detail below.
6.5.1 BASIC WING AERODYNAMICS
The basic wing lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients for
the wing in the presence of the fuselage rotors-off, were
calculated using the methods of Reference 1 . This data is
applicable to low speed flight. Corrections for Maoh number
effects are introduced through the Prandtl-Glauert factor
i-/_. Beyond stall angle of attack, the l±_t, drag and
pitching moment curves are extended linearly to +90 °
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angle of attack in order to provide a representation of wing
behavior at low transition speeds when wing angles of attack
approach 90 ° . The data was calculated for the complete range
of flaperon settings.
The complete wing basic lift, drag _nd pitching moment data
also applies to each individual wing panel provided the data
is obtained at the appropriate panel angle of attack. This
approximation is acceptable if the angles of attack of each
wing panel are not substantially different. This condition is
normally fulfilled.
In addition to the above data, the effects of spoiler deflection
on panel lift, drag and pitching moment are required. These
were estimated using the data of Reference 1 . As can be seen
from the equations presented in Appendix E the spoiler effective-
ness is strongly depend_nt upon flaperon deflection, a result
of the spoilers being slot-lip spoilers.
6.5.2 ROTOR SLIPSTREAM INTERFERENCE
Before the basic wing aerodynamic data can be utilized in the
calculation of the wing forces, the effects of the rotor slip-
stream must be calculated. The calculation procedure presented
here has been developed and used at Boeing for some years, and
gives acceptable agreement with wind tunnel test data on a wide
variety of both tilt rotor and tilt wing configurations.
The method uses momentum theory to obtain the direction and
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!speed of the rotor slip_tream in the neighborhood of the wing.
From this the effective angle of attack of that part of the
wing that is immersed in the slipstream is calculated. The
lift, drag and pitching moment on the wing are then calculated
for this angle of attack as if the entire wing were immersed.
The area of the wing immersed in the slipstream is now computed
and, using the ratio of the immersed to total wing area, the
forces acting on the immersed portion are approximated.
At the angle of attack of the wing outside the slipstream, the
Wing forces and moments are obtained from the basic wing data
as if no slipstream effects were present. These forces are
then scaled by the ratio of unimmersed to total wing areas to
obtain approximately the forces ac_ing on the unimmersed wing.
The sum of the approximations to immersed and unimmersed wing
forces is now formed. This sum is then multiplied by a correc-
tion factor to obtain the final forces.
This correction factor is obtained from a consideration of the
mass flows associated with the rotor-wing combination. In
the following outline of the method only one rotor is considered.
From the following sketch, which shows the forces acting on
the rotor, the inclination of
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the resultant force on the rotor to the freestream direction
is given by
The resultant force on the rotor is
R = /T 2 + NF 2 + SF 2
where T, NF and SF are the thrust, normal force and sideforce,
respectively.
The mass flow through the disc is
m = p AV'
where A is the disc area and V' is obtained from the induced
velocity triangle at the disc plane.
V _ = /(V 0 + v i cos T) 2 + (_/ sin T) 2
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The resultant force on the rotor is related to the mass flow
by (Glauert's assumption)
R = 2m v i = 2pA V' v i
From these equations the following quartic equation is obtained
for the induced velocity at the disc.
+ 2v,v cos + = 1
where the nondimensional notations
vi V o
v, = -- Vj -
have been introduced.
This equation is then solved for v, and the direction of the
slipstream just behind the rotor disc is calculated from
_P = Tan-1 Iv,sin _ ,][v,cos T+v
The rotor thrust coefficient CTs is defined as
T
CT s = (q + T)A
A
with T = R cos (_ - eR)
1 1 V,2R
and q = _ pV 2 =
cos (T-_ R)
then CT s =
cos(T-_) + v,2
4
NOTE: Because the rotor diameter
to wing chord is large the
slipstream is considered
to be uncontracted in the
vicinity of the wing.
The aspect ratio of the slipstream-immersed wing area is given
by
Si
ARi= --
C 2
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iWhere S i is the immersed area calculated by the method de-
scribed in Appendix D, And c is the wing chord.
The lift on the wing, if the slipstream were absent, is obtained
by calculating the effective angle of attack of the wing out-
side the slipstream from
_2+W2
W W
+ et
where w W, u w are the velocites at the wing aerodynamic center
and et is the elastic twist at the point. The lift coefficient
(C_) for this angle of attack is obtained from the aerodynamic
data for the appropriate flaperon/spoiler deflection.
Similarly the lift (Cj) and drag (_') coefficients of the wing
in the slipstream (assuming wing is completely immersed) are
obtained from the aerodynamic data 9t the angle of attack
_S = _O-£
The total lift coefficient of the wing with slipstream is
therefore
CLs = KA - C D
where
L
CLs - qsSw
in which qs is the nominal slipstream dynamic pressure, defined
T
by qs = q +
The factor K' is a correction factor to account for the fact
A
that the lift-sharing between the immersed and unimmersed portions
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of the wing is not simply proportional to the respective areas.
From considerations of the mass flows associated with the
wing-rotor combination the factor K_ was obtained in the form
V. + CL_i v.
!
K A = CL_
V, + V.
where, from wing theory,
1
CL_i = 1 + I1 -
CL CL_
-7- JARi
The drag and pitching momen_ for the wing with slipstream are
obtained similarly and are given by:
= K' ( Si-_ (C" sin e + C" cos _)+ C* (1-CTs) (1-_) _CD S A L D D
CiviS = K_[_ C_ + C_ (1-CTs) (1-_) _
The rolling moment and yawing moment coefficients for the
wing are given by
C sli:.C_s = C_20÷ _21 _L)(1"cTs)_F÷ YAc _ _ LLW
+ AC_SpowE R
C_S = K22 CL 2 (1-CTs) 8F
+AC
nSpOWER
AC 2bW (CtDRW
- c • )
DLW
where the increment in rolling moment due to power is
C _!
and the increment in yawing moment is
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_C =_ C -
nSpOWER DSR W
Figure 6.2 shows a correlation between the wing-in-slipstream
method described above and experimental results for the Boeing
Model 160 tilt rotor aircraft. As may be seen the simple
treatment gives acceptable predictions of wing forces and
moments.
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Figure 6.2. Correlation of Theory with Test for Predictions of Slipstream Forces and Moments
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7.0 ROTOR AERODYN_,IICS
The rotor aerodynamics as used in the mathematical model are
described in this section. Also presented are the methods used
to compute the rotor aerodynamics, a discussion on wing upwash
as it effects the rotor, and a description of the technique
used to account for rotor on rotor interference in skewed
flight. In addition, correlation of the methods described in
this section with test data for soft-in-plane hingeless rotors
are presented. Calculation of the Model 222 rotor forces an_
moments was not practicable because of the complexity and size
of the programs required to represent the lag-flap coupling
effects of the rotor. In this mathematical model, the rotor
forces and moments are input from a series of curve plot fit
equations. These equations were generated by computing rotor
data using the computer programs discussed in Section 7.2, and
then a least squares curve fit program was used to obtain
the curve fit equations. The rotor forces and moments used in
the mathematical model include the six basic forces and moments
(thrust, power, normal force, side force, pitching moment, yaw-
ing moment), hub pitching and yawing moments due to aircraft
pitch and yaw rate, and changes to the six basic forces and
moments due to cyclic pitch application.
7.1 FORMAT AND RANGE OF DATA
Rotor forces and moments are functions of thirteen variables.
In order to reduce the size of the data bank, these variables
were combined and non-dimensionalized. Each rotor force and
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moment can be written as:
R R R
F = f(V, V t, 80.75 or T, 6, 8, P, Q, R, A I, BI, PN, QN, RN)
where V = Forward speed
V t = Rotor tip speed
%0.75 = Collective pitch at the .75 radius
T = Rotor thrust
= Rotor angle of attack
8 = Rotor sideslip angle
P = Body axis roll rate
Q = Body axis pitch rate
R = Body axis yaw rate
A 1 = Longitudinal cyclic pitch
B 1 = Lateral cyclic pitch
R
PN = Rotor wind axis roll rate
QN = Rotor wind axis pitch rate
R
R N = Rotor wind axis yaw rate
Forward speed and tip speed were combined to form rotor advance
ratio and collective pitch or thrust were retained. Rotor
angles of attack and sideslip and body axis roll, pitch and
yaw rates were combined into a resultant angle of attack.
Longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch angles are retained. By
comDining the thirteen variables in this manner, Equation 7-i
can be expressed as:
R R R
F = f(_, 0.75 or CT, sR)+[_F=f(AI,B1)]+[_F=f(PN,QN,RN)]
where _ = rotor advance ratio
SR = rotor resultant angle of attack
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(7-i)
(7-2)
By using this functional relationship, basic rotor forces and
moments can be written as functions of three variables plus
increments due to cyclic pitch control application and wind
axis pitch roll and yaw rates at the rotor hub. This is the
format used in the mathematical model. In addition, the rotor
forces and moments are non-dimensionalized by dividing forces
by(p,R2Vt2), moments by (p_R2Vt2R), and power by (p_R2Vt3).
The above sketch shows a rotor under condition of combined
angle of attack (aT.L.) and sideslip (8). The resultant
angle of attack (SR) is the angle between the "UR" component
of velocity at the rotor hub and the total velocity (VR) at
the hub. The velocity components that define this resultant
angle are the rotor hub velocities resolved to shaft axes and
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derived in Appendix C. They include body axes pitch, roll
and yaw rates. Other functional relationships that define
the rotor resultant angle of attack are shown in Appendix D.
Also shown on the sketch is the rotor sideslip angle (_).
This angl_ represents the inclination of the plane containing
the resultant velocity. Rotor wind axis forces and moments are
defined relative to this plane. Since the resultant angle is
defined from 0 through 180 ° the inclination of the rotor
sideslip angle (_) determines the signs of the rotor forces
and moments when they are resolved back to body axes.
After the functional format for the rotor data was established,
the ranges of the variables were established. Discrete speeds
and rotor rpm conditions were selected. A range of rotor
resolved angles of attack and thrust levels were selected at
each combination. These conditions were carefully selected
to cover the total operating envelope of the Model 222. The
ranges of the rotor data are shown in Table 7.1.
7.2 PROGRAMS USED TO COMPUTE ROTOR DATA
Rotor data used in the mathematical model were predicted from
Boeing-developed computer programs. Hover and cruise per-
formance (thrust-power) were obtained from a propeller per-
formance analysis computer program (B-92). This analysis
establishes a radial distribution of induced velocity based
on a prescribed wake contraction schedule to calculate rotor
induced and total power coefficients at specified thrust or
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TABLE 7.1 RANGE OF ROTOR DATA
Total Velocity
(V) _ KTS
0
45
60
9O
120
142
160
200
240
280
320
360
Rotor Speed
(rpm)
551
b
551
551
551
400
386
386
Resultant Angle
of Attack Range
(_R) N deg
0 + 180 °
0 ÷ 180 °
0 + 180 °
0 ÷ 180 °
0 _ 45 °
0 _ 20 °
0 _ 20 °
Rotor Thrust
(T) _ Lb
500 _ 7000
500 _ 70OO
2000 + 6500
2000 _ 6500!
500 + 2600
-700 + 3500
-500 + 4750
386
386
386
386
386
0 "+ 20 °
0 "+ 20 °
0 "+ 20 °
0 + 20 °
0 _ 20 °
-500 _ 6000
0 + 3700
0 + 3800
0 _ 4800
0 _ 3500
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thrust coefficients. The radial airload distribution is also
defined. A detailed description of this program is given in
Reference 4.
Transition performance data, in-plane forces and moments and
cyclic pitch effectiveness throughout the flight envelope
were estimated using computer program D88 (Reference 5).
The D-88 computer progrgm is an aeroelastic analysis for the
study of aerodynamic, dynamic, and structural characteristics
of current and advanced rotor and prop/rotor concepts. Air-
loads are calculated considering the effects of section geometry,
compressibility and non-uniform inflow. An iterative process
between the airloads and coupled flap-pitch dynamic response
establishes blade accelerations which in turn are used to
compute hub loads and rotor aerodynamic performance.
The rotor analysis is based on the idealization of a continuous,
elastic, non-uniform beam into one composed of lumped discrete
masses connected by weightless elastic sections. Associated
with each mass is a flat rigid airfoil segment, with the mass
center located at the midpoint. The aerodynamic loads generated
by each segment are assumed to act, at the mass center.
The effects of non-uniform inflow are included by considering
a discontinuous constant circulation along part of the rotor
blade, of sufficient strength to maintain the desired thrust.
A vortex is assumed to trail from the inboard and outboard
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circulation discontinuities, of equal and opposite strength.
By summing the effects of all the vortices on a given blade
around the azimuth the non-uniform induced flow for each blade
at every dynamic bay is determined._ Total velocity at each
point in the blade is computed by vector addition of the velo-
city components.
The local angle of attack of each blade element is then computed
at every blade station for specified azimuth angles and the
aerodynamic coefficients (CL, C D, C M) are looked up from tables
of coefficients as a function of Mach number. From these co-
efficients the airloads are computed. The vertical, tangential
and pitching aerodynamic loads are then harmonically analyzed
into l0 harmonics and act as the forcing functions for each
blade section.
To obtain a thrust match, an iteration process is performed
on the airloads until a steady collective pitch angle is ob-
tained which corresponds to the desired thrust. To perform
the dynamic analysis, the lumped mass and elastic bay elements
of the idealized rotor blade are transformed into a sequence
of transfer matrix products, by means of the Associated Matrix
_ethod. This method replaces each blade element by an equiva-
lent "transfer matrix" that transfers the dynamic system
variables, shear, moment, deflection and slope, inboard across
the element. Therefore, multiplying the system variables out-
board of the element by the transfer matrix gives the variables
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inboard of the element. The whole mass, elastic blade
idealization is then reduced to a sequence of transfer matrix
products.
In-plane elastic rotor derivatives (both static and rate) in
aKial flow were calculau_d using computer program C-41
(Reference 2).
Dynamic derivatives for a rotor system are defined taking account
of the modal behavior of the blades in two general flap-lag
modes. These derivatives are given as matrix arrays of the
partial derivatives of rotor forces with respect to unit amounts
of elementary linear and angular motions of the hub and unit
displacements in the blade modes. These effects are separated
into inertial, damping and gyroscopic, and stiffness effects.
Thus an element mij in the inertia derivative matrix is _Fi/_g j,
i.e., the force in the i direction due to unit acceleration
in the j direction, all other quantities being held constant.
Similarly element dij of the damping derivative matrix will
represent _Fi/_g j which might for appropriate (ij) be the
aggregate gyroscopic and aerodynamic pitching moment due to
unit velocity of yaw.
Similarly the elements of the stiffness derivative matrix re-
present such quantities as the normal force due to unit amount
of shaft angle of attack, and generalized forces in the blade
freedoms due to unit displacements in each of the other freedoms.
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The matrices are of order 15 x 15 maximum. The first 6 rows
and columns refer to forces in the vertical, lateral and axial
directions and moments in the yaw pitch and roll directions
due to unit acceleration, rates and displacements in each of
the directions. These are the only numbers present if the
rotor blades are assumed rigid. Three additional rows and
columns are added for each blade mode considered. A limit of
two blade modes is currently applied. The final three rows
are for cyclic and collective pitch.
These derivative matrices provide a ready means for evaluating
the contribution of the rotor to the coefficients of the air-
craft dynamic equations. This program also provides the in-
plane elastic rotor derivatives.
Elastic rotor rate derivatives in transition were estimated
using computer program C-49 (Reference 3 ). This program
evaluates hub force and moment derivatives for shaft angles
varying from cruise to hover conditions. Dynamic derivatives
suitable for transient analysis are computed. The dynamic
derivatives are the partial differentials of hub forces and
moments with respect to hub positions rates and accelerations
and include inertial and gyroscopic effects as well as aerody-
namic effects. For the static derivatives a constant shaft
angle to the relative wind is assumed and the resulting blade
motion computed. The effects of blade aerodynamic and inertia
and gyroscopic forces are combined to give the hub derivatives
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due to constant shaft angle and constant rate of change of
shaft angle.
The output rotor forces and moments of these programs are in
rotor wind axis.
7.3 ROTOR SIGN COiqVENTION
The rotor sign conventions as used in this mathematical model
are shown in Figure 7.1 . Positive directions of all rotor
forces, moments and cyclic pitch angles are noted.
7.4 CURVE FIT FO_4AT
The rotor data generated for the Model 222 mathematical model
was curve fit at each advance ratio. A curve fit which is
third order in angle of attack and second order in thrust co-
efficient or collective pitch was found to yield the most
The curve fits have the following generalaccurate results.
form.
2 3
CF=
V=0 u=0
A (U+4V) _ CT
The double sumunation is expanded starting with the inner
quantity i.e. set v and expand u from 0 to 3. Repeat until
the summations are satisfied. The expansion of the generalized
form is
C F = A 0 + Ale + A2 s2 + A3s3
+ (A 4 + A5 _ + A6 e2 + A7 a3)CT
+ (A 8 + A9u + A10e2 + All_3)CT 2
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All of the rotor forces and moments are curve fit in this
format. The coefficients of the equation were obtained from
a least squares fit of the computed rotor data. The criteria
used to determine the final coefficients was to have not more
tnan a 5% difference between the curve fit equations and the
computed rotor data at the nominal aircraft trim condition.
In general this criteria was met.
7.5 EFFECT OF WING UPWASH ON ROTOR PERFORMANCE
The rotor operates in the upwash field associated with the
lifting wing. Thus, the rotor behaves as if it were operating
at an increased angle of attack. The effective upwash angles
were calculated using lifting line theory. In the mathematical
model the upwash angles are input in the form of a table of
upwash angles as a function of wing lift coefficient, and
nacelle incidence angle.
7.6 ROTOR/ROTOR INTERFERENCE
In order to obtain the correct lateral stick gradient when
flying sidewards or at large sideslip angles, a calculation
for rotor-on-rotor interference is included in the mathematical
model. In Reference ll, the wake skew angle is defined as in
the sketch below for a lifting rotor.
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Also presented in this reference are contour charts of the
normal component of induced velocity near a rotor with a
triangular disc loading for six different skew angles in the
range from 0 ° to 90 ° . For the Model 222 geometry, a curve of
normal induced velocity/average induced velocity as a function
of skew angle was obtained. For the case of the Model 222
flying sidewards, the downwind rotor is assumed to be operat-
ing at a lower angle of attack than the upwind rotor, and will
therefore generate different forces _ and moments. The downwash
angle is calculated from the normal component of induced velo-
city. The rotor/rotor interference is washed out as a func-
tion of nacelle angle and sideslip angle such that there is
no interference in the high transition speed and cruise modes.
The equations derived are shown in Appendix E , under the
rotor/rotor interference section.
7.7 ISOLATED ROTOR AERODYNAMICS
The equations utilized :to represent the isolated rotor aerody-
namics are presented below. These equations are then resolved
into body axis forces and moments to be used in the equation
of motion.
7.7.1 Thrust (i)
C_R = [CToRRCOS AIC R cos BICR]
2 3
tAT
where CTORR= v=0 u=0 (u+4v) RR
8v
0.75 ]
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(_l)In the equations that follow, subscript RR denotes right
rotor. The left rotor is identical provided due regard
is paid to sign convention and azimuth reference.
Iv)AT(u+4v7 function of _ _=_ and is obtained
from Appendix F
AIC R = Lateral cyclic pitch
BIC R = Longitudinal cyclic pitch
00.75 = Blade pitch angle at 75% blade radius
eRR = Tan U_ _iLR
URR,VRR,WRR = rotor shaft axis velocity components
_WRR = Wing upwash angle
_iL R = Rotor/rotor interference angle
The effect of close proximity to the ground is accounted for
by use of the following relationships
=C,( TIGE )CTRR TRR _ RR
-/TIGEIis defined in Section l0 under the discussionwhere
\TOGEJ
of ground effect.
7.7.2 Power
= cpoRR = Ap (u+4v)_RRu C_ RCPRR v=_0u=Z0
where: Ap(U+4V) may be obtained from Appendix F as a
function of _RR
7.7.3 Normal Force
dCNFRR _ dCNFRR
CNFRR = CNFoR R + dAic R AICR + dBic R BIC R
2 3 [ _ _ Iwhere: CNF°RR = v=0[ u=0[ ANF(U+4vl_RR C_RR"
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ANF(U+4V)= Function of _RR and may be obtained from Appendix F.
dCNFRRdAIcR - DNF 1 CTRR + DNF2_R + DNF3_RR + DNF 4
dCNFRR =
dBic R
ENFICTRR + ENF2_R + ENF3_RR + ENF 4
The coefficients in the above 2 equations may be obtained from
Appendix F.
7.7.4 Side Force
dCSFRR dCsF RR
CSFRR = CSFoR R + _ AICR + dB--_CR Blc R
23[ u vJwhere CSFo = [ [ AsF(U+4V) RRCT'RRV=0 U=0
AsF(u+4v)=function of _RR and may be obtained from Appendix F.
dCSFRR + D U2 + +
dAic R = DSF1 CTRR_ SF 2 RR DSF3_RR DSF4
dCSFRR
dBic R
- ESFlCTR R + ESF2_ _ + ESF3_RR + ESF 4
The coefficients in the above 2 equations may be obtained from
Appendix F.
7.7.5 Hub Pitching Moment
= CpMORR + dCpMRR AICR + dCpMRR BICR + dOPMRR RCpMRR
dAIc R dBic R dQ QNR
where : CpMORR = _ _ ApM (u+4v) ~u _,vv=0 u=0 _RR_TRR .
ApM(U+4V) = function of _RR and may be obtained from Appendix F.
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dCpMRR 2 3 [ U ,V 1= [ [ Hp (u+4v) RR CTRRdQ _=0 u=0
HpM(U+4V)= function of _RR and may be obtained from Appendix F
R N N
QNR = QNR cos _HR + RNR sin _HR
N •
QNR Q +
= INR
N
RNR =-R cos iNR - P sin iNR
_HR = right rotor sideslip angle
iNR = right nacelle velocity
iNR = right nacelle angle
J
dCPMRR
dAIc R - DpM 1 CTRR + DpM2U2RR + DpM3_RR + DpM 4 (_RR _'35)
= DpM 1 CTRR + DpMs_2RR + DPM6_RR + DpM 7 (_RR >-25)
dCpMRR
+ EpM2U2RR + EpM3_RR + EpM 4 (_RP_ -35)= EpM 1 CTRR
dBIC R
+ EpMSU + + (_RR>.35)= EpM 1 CTRR 2RR EpM6URR EPM 7
Values for the coefficients in the above 2 sets of equations
may be found in Appendix F.
7.7.6 Hub Yawin@ Moment
CyMR R = Cy M + dCyMRR AICR + dCyMRR BICR + dCyMRR R
ORR dAlc R dBic R dR RNR
2 3 [ u
CyMORR = [AyM (u+4v) eRR CTRR]'V]where: = v=0[ uZ0
AyM(u+4v) is a function of URR and may be obtained from Appendix
F. 7.0-76
2 3
_
dk v=0 u=0 u _! v]JYsvl(u+4v) RR TRR
JyM(U+4V) is a function of PRR and may be obtained from Appendix
Fe
R R N N
_R = RNR Cos _HR - QNK sin _HR
N
_i_R = -R cos iNR - P sin iNR
.N
QNR = Q + [NR
_HR = Right rotor sideslip angle
i_ R = Right nacelle velocity
iNR = Right nacelle angle
= DyMIC T
dC YF.RR
dAICR DyMICTR R + DyM2_2RR + DyM3URR + DyM4(_RR_.35)
+ DyMS_R + DyM6_RR + DyM7(_RR).35)
dCyMRR
dBIC R - EyMIC T
+ EyM2U2RR + EyM3_RR...+ EyM4(_RR!.35}
= EyMICTR R + EyM5p2RR + EYM6PRR + EEM7(URR>.35)
Values for the coefficients in the above 2 sets of equations
may be found in Appendix F.
Notes : (1)
(2)
Application of rotor equations for left rotor follow
similar format with subscript "RR" changed to "LR".
When solving equations with double summations for
values of u not given in tables, solve equations
for the two values of _ closest to the value de-
sired and then interpolate linearly for exact
value of _.
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7.8 CORRELATIONS OF ROTOR PREDICTION METHODS WITH TEST DATA
This section presents the results of correlation studies that
were conducted to verify the adequacy of the rotor prediction
methods used for the MOdel 222 tilt rotor. In general, pre-
diction of trends is excellent with quite good agreement in
absolute magnitudes.
7.8.1 Model 213 Four Blade Hin_eless Rotor Correlation
Figure 7.2 presents correlation with rotor derivatives
measured on a i/9 scale dynamically similar model of a tilt/
stowed rotor conversion model. In this test the rotor hub
forces and moments were carefully measured over a range of RPM
in which the lead-lag modal frequency progressed from less
than 1 per rev at 900 RPM to values significantly greater than
1 per rev as the rotor was feathered. The measured values
confirm the predicted behavior trend and the quantitative
correlation is also excellent.
7.8.2 Correlation with Model 222 26-Foot Diameter Rotor
Test in NASA-Ames 40 x 80-Foot Tunnel
Figure 7.3 shows the schematic of the windmilling test stand
and its instrumentation. Test data were obtained from strain
gages mounted on the outer portion of the wing as shown, and
calibrated to measure normal force, pitching moment and yawing
moment. Comparison with test data was made by calculating the
moments about the wing strain gage locations using forces and
moments predicted by the C-41 program. The results of _his
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comparison for alpha derivatives are given in Figure 7.4
and for cyclic pitch derivatives in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 .
The analysis did not attempt to account for force and moment
contributions from nacelle and wing aerodynamic interference.
Nevertheless, quite good correlation is observed. These plots
also show the values of derivatives predicted by several
other programs. These include D-88 program which accounts for
compressible non-linear downwash and L-22 which uses linear
airfoil theory and uncoupled flap-lag freedoms. C-49 accounts
for unsteady aerodynamics while C-41 uses a linear representa-
tion. C-41 and C-49 use a modal representation of blade free-
doms (2 coupled flap-lag modes) while D-88 and L-22 make use
of a finite element discrete mass representation.
The rotor derivative data was also compared with C-41 using
a total unresolved moment approach. Total moments about the
center of the wing tip gages and the reference azimuth posi-
tion (orientation of the moment vector in the rotor disc plane)
were calculated from the C-41 hub forces and moments and
compared with test results (Figure 7.7 ). The interesting
conclusion which is not apparent from the resolved forces and
moments is that the total moment is predicted well but there
are slight differences in the reference azimuth position.
7.8.3 Correlation with _4odel 222 1/4.622 Scale Model uata
The subject model is a dynamically similar version of the M222.
The test data presented in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 were taken
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with the model mounted on a pedestal in the tunnel. The rotors
were given angles of attack to the free stream by pitching the
complete model with zero sideslip angle and yawing the model
at zero angle of attack. The yawing data contains minimal
wing induced flow effects and comparison with the pitch data
indicates the importance of induced flow on the rotor forces
and moments. Forces and moments were computed for the iso-
lated rotor and it is seen from Figure 7.8 that correlation
with test data is excellent when wing induced effects are
small; in Figure 7.9 wing effects introduce perceptible shifts
which increase with dynamic pressure.
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8.0 CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section describes the control system, stability augmenta-
tion systems, load alleviation system and thrust management
system utilized in the mathematical model. A more complete
description is given in Reference 8.
8.1 CONTROL AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION
Control of the Model 222 aircra£t is accomplished by utiliza-
tion of longitudinal cyclic, differential longitudinal cyclic,
collective and differential collective pitch, and differential
nacelle tilt control in conjunction with the airplane control
surfaces. The airplane control surfaces consist of conventional
elevator and rudder and a flaperon and spoiler arrangement.
The primary controls in each axis for each regime of flight are
shown in Table 8.1.
The rotor controls provide a major portion of the control
capability from hover through the low transition speed range,
but airplane surface controls are operative in all regimes of
flight, including hover. The rotor controls are phased out
during transition as nacelle incidence decreases, speed in-
creases, and the surface controls become more effective.
8.2 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
Longitudinal control in hover is provided by longitudinal cyclic
pitch. This is phased out through transition as the elevator
becomes more effective. The elevator provides longitudinal
control in the cruise mode.
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TABLE 8.1 FLIGHT CONTROL MIXING
m,
FLIGHT MODE PRIMARY CONTROLS
Helicopter (Hover)
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
_eight Control
Transition
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Airplane
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
,J
Longitudinal Cyclic
Differential Collective
Differential Longitudinal
Cyclic and Differential
Nacelle Tilt
Collective/Engine Power
Longitudinal Cyclic and Elevator
Differential Collective, Differ-
ential Longitudincal Cyclic,
Differential Nacelle Tilt,
Aileron and Spoiler
Differential Longitudinal
Cyclic, Differential Nacelle
Tilt, and Rudder
Elevator
Aileron and Spoiler
Rudder
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8.3 LATERAL CONTROL
Lateral control in hover is provided by differential collec-
tive pitch, together with differential engine fuel flow (power).
The differential engine power is provided to ensure maintain-
ing roll control in the event of a cross shaft failure. It
also serves to minimize the cross shaft torque. In transition,
differential collective and differential cyclic are scheduled
as a function of nacelle tilt.
When differential cyclic pitch is commanded the nacelles are
also actuated to tilt differentially, thereby increasing the
thrust vectoring effect of the cyclic pitch. Differential
deflection of the nacelles is +1.55 degrees per degree of
cyclic plus approximately +0.20 degrees of differential nacelle
tilt due to elasticity cf wing and nacelles. This results
in a large increase in control power as compared to the control
power available from cyclic a]_ne The control i?c._r require-
ments may, therefore, be met with modest amounts of cyclic
control resulting in low blade stresses and long rotor fatigue
life. Collective pitch is also scheduled with nacelle tilt
so that when the nacelles are tilted differentially, pitch is
increased on the rotor whose disc is tilted down, and decreased
on the rotor which is tilted up. This maintains the thrust
approximately equal on the two rotors, ensuring that thrust
vectoring rather than differential thrust is achieved by the
differential cyclic pitch and differential nacelle tilt.
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The wing has full span flaps and spoilers mounted on the
trailing edge. The flaps are single slotted of 30 percent
chord with a fixed hinge point 14.6 percent below the wing
chord line. The flaps act as flaperons for roll control and
deflect downward only by a maximum of 20 degrees from the
nominal flap setting. Maximum incremental lift from the flaps
is attained at approximately 35 degrees deflection and the
maximum rolling moment occurs at the same time, so the flaperon
deflection for roll control is limited to a maximum total flap
deflection of 35 degrees. If, for example, the flaps are
symmetrically deflected 30 degrees, only 5 degrees additional
deflection is utilized for roll control. Full span spoilers
of 12.7 percent chord are located forward of the flaps and
hinged to the rear spar. The spoilers are "slot-lipped", i.e.,
they open up the slot forward of the flap with the flaps ex-
tended resulting in a large increase in roll control as compared
to the control power with flaps closed. Maximum deflection of
the spoilers for roll control is 45 degrees from the closed
position.
Maximum spoiler rolling moment coefficient is also attained
with flaps deflected approximately 35 degrees. Spoiler
effectiveness with the flaps retracted is approximately one-
third that attainable with the flaps extended. Spoiler rolling
moment is further reduced at high speed by limiting the spoiler
actuator force capability, thereby restricting the spoiler
extension at speeds above 175 knots.
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The spoilers and flaps are also used in conjunction with down-
load alleviation devices referred tO as umbrellas mounted on
the leading edge of the wing _or downloa_ relief in Lhe h<_v<_:
and low-speed ren_ _",_",:u_br_.1.1as are 18o6 p_:,rcent chord
on Che upper and lo_Ter _-i_,g surface_, Maxim_ deflections o_
th_ surfaces for down!,_ _I _lleviatio_:. are: f]a_os 70 ,_egrees,
spoilers II!_ _:_,egrees f_¢i_ c_osed, and! _119r_]_l,_: afb edge-.of -,-_
the oupper surface up t,_ ?0 C,_-ree_ fr_Tm v,ei_-tS,-,'_la_d aft_edge --,
of-lower-surface down to I0 degrees from vertical, The umbrel.-
las and spoilers retract at 50 knots automatically.
8.4 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
Directional control in hover is provided by differential longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch, which, as discussed above under lateral
control, also actuates differential nacelle tilt to amplify
the thrust vectoring effect of the cyclic pitch.
In transition, the differential cyclic and its associated nacelle
tilt are phased out as the rudder becomes more effective. This
results in near zero initial roll acceleration in response to
a yaw input.
8.5 THRUST/COLLECTIVE CONTROL
In hover, forward motion of the thrust/collective lever mechanic-
ally commands both increased collective pitch and increased
power. The governor provides a fine adjustment to the collec-
tive pitch to maintain rpm. Over travel of the pilot's lever,
beyond the normal max power position, provides a collective
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pitch landing flare capability. The over travel is entered
by going through a "gate",which shuts down the rotor governor
and leaves the pilot's lever directly connected to collective
pitch, just like a helicopter collective pitch lever.
The collective pitch is also scheduled through transition as
a function of nacelle incidence, minimizing the adjustment
needed from the governor and also providing the pitch variation
with differential nacelle tilt required for roll and yaw control.
In cruise the mechanical interconnection of the thrust/collec-
tive lever with collective pitch is phased out completely so
that a pure power demand system with governed pitch, like a
conventional fixed wing airplane, is provided. The control
system block diagrams are shown in Appendix E.
8.6 CONTROL FEEL
Control force gradient variation with dynamic pressure prevents
excessive sensitivity of control at high speed. In the model
222, the force gradients of the primary controls (longitudinal
and lateral stick, and pedals) are varied linearly with dynamic
pressure. The rudder and elevator deflections vary linearly
with pilot's rudder pedal and longitudinal stick travel. Ail-
eron deflection is programmed linearly and spoiler deflection
nonlinearly with lateral stick deflection, to provide near-linear
rolling moment effectiveness to near cruise speed. As mentioned
earlier, spoiler deflection is limited at high speed by limiting
the actuator capacity. The control force breakout forces and
gradients are shown in Appendix F.
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8.7 STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS
Stability augmentation systems are provided to enhance aircraft
flying qualities. The system consists of longitudinal, lateral
and direction SAS. The longitudinal stability augmentation
system incorporates a pitch rate feedback and a longitudinal
stick pickoff. In addition, a lagged pitch rate signal is
incorporated to provide some degree of attitude stabilization
without the autopilot. (An autopilot is not represented in
this simulation.) These signals are shaped and put through
an authority limit. The longitudinal SAS commands longitudinal
cyclic ptich to provide the required damping in hover and
transition. It is not required in the cruise mode and is
phased out at 175 knots. The block diagram of the longitudinal
SAS is given in Appendix E,
The lateral stability augmentation system is operative in all
flight modes. It consists of roll rate feedback for increased
damping in roll, lagged roll rate feedback to provide roll
attitude stability, and a lateral stick pickoff. In addition
a sideslip feedback is incorporated to decrease the strong
dihedral effect. These feedback loops are shaped and phased
to yield good aircraft dynamic characteristics. A lateral
SAS authority limit is incorporated in the circuit. The out-
put of the lateral stability augmentation system is input to
the control system in terms of equivalent lateral stick, since
the drive actuator is in series with, and commands the same
control as, the pilots lateral stick control linkage. The
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lateral SAS never opposes the pilots' command.
diagram of this system is shown in Appendix E.
The block
A directional stability augmentation system is provided
and operates in all flight regimes. The yaw channel con-
sists of yaw rate feedback for increased directional damping
in hover and low speed flight modes, lagged yaw rate feedback
to provide yaw attitude stability, and a rudder pedal pickoff
for quickening. Directional damping provided by the rotors
is quite high in the higher transition and cruise speed ranges.
No additional yaw rate damping is therefore needed in cruise.
A feedback is provided to modify the effective yawing moment
due to roll rate which exists in the basic unaugmented aircraft
configuration in the cruise speed range. The feedback gains,
and the relative phasing of these gains have been optimized
to provide good directional dynamic response. A directional
SAS authority limit is incorporated. The SAS command is input
to the control system in terms of equivalent inches of rudder
pedal. The block diagram for the directional stability aug-
mentation system is shown in Appendix E.
The stability augmentation systems used for the simulation are
not set up to investigate individual component failures.
Modifications are required in order to do malfunction type
studies with this simulation.
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8.8 LOAD ALLEVIATION SYSTEM [LAS)
Propeller type aircraft experience significant blade loads
during exposure to skewed flow due to steady state or transient
conditions (climb, sideslip, gusts, etc). The tilt rotor
configuration can have similar problems. However, since cyclic
pitch is a basic part of the tilt rotor control system it
provides the means to significantly reduce the sensitivities
to these effects. It also can be used to reduce the destabi-
lizing moments which come from the rotors and thus improve
static stability.
An automatic load alleviation system is provided and operates
via the swashplate to reduce both transient and steady state
hub forces and moments and the destabilizing moments at the
nacelle pivot. It is not a required system for the Model 222,
but will significantly enhance the static stability and the
fatigue margins of the aircraft.
The overall objectives to be achieved through the use of
cyclic feedback control are:
• Reduce rotor hub forces and moments for both steady
state operation and gust encounter
Improve flying qualities of the aircraft by using
the cyclic control system to reduce pilot workload
and improve short period response by reducing de-
stabilizing forces and moments of the rotors
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Reduce aircraft structural loads resulting from
gust turbulence
• Improve ride qualities by damping the response to
gust turbulence
i
The load alleviation system, as mechanized in this simulation
consists of angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and dynamic
pressure sensors which drive through appropriate gains and
filters to reduce the longitudinal and lateral moments at the
nacelle pivot. The lateral cyclic pitch used for load alle-
viation is authority limited and drives separate actuators in
each hub. The longitudinal cyclic pitch is summed in with
the longitudinal SAS. The block diagram for this system as
mechanized is shown in Appendix . This system is operative
from low transition speed (approx. 50 knots) through dive speed
and reduces the pivot moments from 50% in the 150 to 200 knot
range to 100% in all other modes of flight.
8.9 THKUST MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The thrust and power management system for a tilt rotor air-
craft must be compatible with both the helicopter and airplane
configurations. Thrust control for the hover task, rpm control,
gust response (especially in the cruise flight regime), and
effect on aircraft flying qualities must all be considered.
Classically, helicopters have used collective pitch demand to
control thrust and fuel governing to control rpm while fixed-
wing aircraft have used fuel flow demand to control thrust and
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collective pitch governing to control rpm. Each system has
its advantages. For a tilt rotor aircraft it is desirable
from a practical viewpoint to have one type of governing for
both the helicopter and fixed-wing flight regimes. Collective
pitch governing was chosen for Model 222 for several reasons:
• It is more readily adapted to the hover flight
regime than the fuel governor is to cruise
• It has better gust response characteristics
• It is fast acting and has high accuracy
• Thrust response to pilot control can be easily
shaped with feed forward loops
It has been demonstrated successfully in hover,
transition and cruise in the CL-84 aircraft
With collective pitch governing there are two areas in the
thrust management system to be considered: (i) style of
the collective pitch governor; and (2) the feed forward loops
for shaping pilot thrust control. The block diagram for this
system as mechanized in this simulation is shown in Appendix
E.
Several different governor configurations were considered for
The M222 in order to determine the governor system best suited
to meet the following objectives: (i) 0.3 percent steady state
error in 2.5 to 3 seconds; (2) 2 percent rpm overshoot; and
(3), satisfactory effect on aircraft flying qualities in the
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all-operational mode (i.e., all aircraft components operational
and performing as designed) and various failure modes. A single
governor reference which used the rpm signal from each rotor
and averaged them was chosen as the configuration that best
satisfied the design criteria. To achieve the required accuracy
and transient response goals, integral as well as proportional
feedback of rpm was necessary in both the hover and cruise
regimes. Governor gain is scheduled with nacelle incidence
to maintain a near optimum level of governing throughout the
flight envelope. Gains are varied linearly as the rotor rpm
is changed from 551 in hover to 386 in cruise. The second
requirement of the governor system is shaping the rotor thrust
output for a pilot throttle input. Considerations in deter-
mining the proper shaping include:
(i) throttle sensitivity;
(2) time constant to reach 63% of steady-state thrust; and
(3) allowable thrust overshoot
Variable pilot's control sensitivity is employed to give the
optimum sensitivity in the hover power range yet maintain full
power control within a reasonable throttle throw (8 inches).
Shaping of the pilot command with collective quickening is
done to improve the thrust time constant and thrust response
transient shaping so that the pilot may perform the precision
hover task with a minimum of difficulty. In the cruise regime,
shaping of the thrust output is unnecessary and is phased out
during transition.
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The thrust/collective pitch control system is designed in such
a manner that, during hover, when the pilot moves his control,
he commands both a change in engine fuel setting and, mechanic-
ally, a change in collective setting. The governor then operates
with a time lag to trim the collective to the value required
to maintain rpm. The mechanical collective change feature is
washed out as a function of nacelle incidence so that when
nacelle incidence is decreased to zero, the pilot commands only
engine fuel. In addition, the reference setting schedule for
collective has been established to maintain equal thrust out-
put from both rotors during application of differential nacelle
tilt.
As was mentioned previously, additional details on the Model
222 control system may be obtained from Reference 8.
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9.0 ENGINE REPRESENTATION
This section describes the engine performance and dynamic
model representation that is used in the mathematical model.
The basic engine cycle performance data consists of tabulated
values of four variables: power, fuel flow, gas generator
shaft rpm, and power turbine shaft rpm. These parameters are
a function of Mach number and turbine inlet temperature. All
data are in referred, normalized format as shown in Table 9.1.
Because of the normalized, referred format, all data are valid
for any ambient conditions. The effects on engine perform-
ance of operating at non-optimum power turbine speed are in-
cluded in this model. The referred format also facilitates
including engine thermodynamic and mechanical limits. Limita-
tions on engine cycle operation maybe input on any combination
of the following: fuel flow, torque, gas generator speed, gas
generator referred rpm or output shaft speed. A detailed
description of this routine is in Reference 9. The flow
charts which describe this routine mathematically are shown
in Appendix E.
A simplified dynamic model of the Lycoming T53-L-13 engine was
formulated for use in the tilt rotor mathematical model. This
model was coupled to the output of the engine performance
program described above. The model consists basically of 2
first order lags in series with variable time constants and gains.
The output of the model is rate limited to reflect actual en-
gine performance. This simplified model gives satisfactory
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results for both large and small power transients. The block
diagram for this system is shown as part of the thrust manage-
ment system block diagram shown in Appendix E.
TABLE 9_i ENGINE CYCLE DATA FORMAT
REFERRED,
VARIABLE SYMBOL NORMALIZED FORM
Thrust F N FN/_F _
Power SHP SHP/6/_SHP*
Gas Generator rpm N I NI//eN _
Power Turbine rpm NII NII//SN_I
Fuel Flow Wf Wf/_/eF_
Wf/6/_SHP*
Turbine Inlet T T/e
Temperature
Where: * = Max. Power Setting, Static,
Sea Level, Standard .Day
0 = Ambient Temperature (°R) Divided
by 518.69°R
= Ambient Pressure (psia) Divided
by 14.696 psia
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10.0 GROUND EFFECTS
The effects of operating near the ground on the rotors and
airframe are included in this model. The presence of the
ground on the airframe imposes a boundary condition which in-
hibits the downward flow of air normally associated with the
lifting action of the wing and tail. The reduced downwash
has three main effects;
• A reduction in the downwash angle at the tail
• An increase in the wing lift curve slope
• An increase in the tail lift curve slope
These have been accounted for by the methods given in Reference
10 Appendix B-7. The data given in the reference for the
change in wing and tail lift curve slope has been used directly.
The equation specified for the change in downwash angle at the
tail due to ground proximity was modified for convenience.
The equation as stated is:
£
+ 4(h÷H) 2
where (_E)g = the change in tail dgwnwash angle due to ground
proximity
E = the downwash remote from ground
h = the height of the tail root quarter chord point
above the ground
H = the height of the wing root quarter chord point
above the ground
b I = a function of wing lift and wing flap geometry
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For this mathematical model, the b I in the above equation was
taken to be equal to the wing span, b w. This results in a
small error in the change in horizontal tail downwash. It is,
however, sufficiently accurate for this simulation.
Ground effects on the rotor are difficult to predict analytic-
ally, especially in forward flight. Wind tunnel test data
for the Model 160 powered model, Reference 6 was plotted as
a thrust ratio versus effective rotor height/diameter ratio,
for two rotor advance ratios. This data, shown in Figure i0.i
was curve fit and linearly interpolated for advance ratio.
The resulting equation is as follows: - (for the right rotor.
The left rotor is identical except for subscripts)
=[i l
TOGE_R EFF EFF
RR I- _R
+ 1.2479 - .8806 _RRI
hRR 3I%
where
L S
XCG
ZCG
6
IN R
YN
RR
hRR
= - ZDOWN +(L s cos INR' - XCG) sin 8
+ [(L S sin iNR + ZCG) cos ¢ - YN sin _] cos 8
= Rotor hub height above the ground
= Distance from the nacelle pivot to the rotor hub
= Longitudinal distance from the pivot to the CG
= Vertical distance from the pivot to the CG
= Aircraft pitch attitude
= Aircraft roll attitude
= Right rotor nacelle angle
= Wing semispan
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The equation for the effective rotor height to diameter ratio
(h/D)EF F was derived by dividing the rotor hub height by
[sin(0+iN)cos ¢]. This yields the rotor height along the shaft.
For the cruise condition the hub height is infinite, (h/D)EF F
is infinite and the augmentation ratio due to ground effect
is unity. Some special conditions which must be observed when
using these equations are noted in Figure 10.1.
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ii.0 AIRFRAME REPRESENTATION (PREPROCESSOR)
An airframe representation/preprocessor calculation is in-
cluded in the mathematical model that enables the user to in-
put the location of major structural elements of the aircraft
in terms of water line,butt line and station line location.
All lengthsrcenter of gravity distances and inertias used in
the equations are then calculated. This feature enables the
user to quickly change the location of major structural elements
to assess their impact on vehicle response.
In the derivation of the basic equations of motion, the aircraft
was divided into three principal mass elements. The fuselage
mass element (mr), the wing mass element (mW) and the tilting
nacelle mass element (mN). The components of the three mass
elements are shown below and are available from a standard
mass properties buildup of the Model 222.
fuselage mass
element (mf) I Fuselage and contents
Horizontal tail and contents
Vertical tail and contents
Crew and trapped liquids
Cargo
wing mass
element (mW)
Wing and contents
Fuel carried in wing
Fixed nacelles and/or engines
I •
• tilting nacelle Tilting nacelle (including rotors)
mass element
(mN )
These three mass elements along with their respective distances
from the nacelle pivot to the center of each mass element are
used to compute the aircraft center of gravity distances with
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respect to the nacelle pivot. The equations for these center
of gravity distances, derived in Appendix C, and including
the effects of nacelle tilt are:
XCG = m
mfhf + mwh w _ £ (_)[sin (iNL-X)+ sin (iNR-X _ZCG = m
The masses and distances used in these equations are defined
on the sketch below.
+_'
Note: Positive distances
are indicated by
the direction of
the arrows
| I
1 1.0-2
The quantities required to compute mf, £f, mw, £w, m, £, my,
l, hf, h w are available from an aircraft three-view drawing
and a standard mass properties buildup. The quantities £ and
(defined in the sketch) are easily obtainable from a drawing.
The mass quantities (m, my, mf, m w) are computed from a mass
properties buildup by adding up the components of each mass
element as described in the previous paragraph. The lengths
£f, £w, nf and h w are computed by summing the weight moments
of the components of each mass element about the nacelle pivot.
The equations for these operations have been derived and are
presented in Appendix E under the preprocessor equations.
The input data to these equations include the weight of each
component, and its location in terms of water line, fuselage
station line, and butt line.
When the center of gravity distance of each mass element has
been determined, the component and total aircraft mass moments
of inertia can be computed. The equations for the total air-
craft mass moments of inertia are presented in Appendix C.
The moments of inertia of each mass element are computed by
application of the parallel axis theorem. The moments of
inertia of each component about its own center of gravity must
be known. The parallel axis theorem states:
N
Ixx =i=l_ [Ixx°l' + mi (y_ + z_l
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Nlyy =
i=l Iyyoi + m i(z_ + xll
N
z = [
ZZ i=l
[I + mi(x2 + y_
ZZoi 1
N
IXZ =
i=l IXZo i + mi (XiZ_) I
where N represents the number of component masses.
These equations have been expanded to compute the moments of
inertia of each mass element and are shown in Appendix E
under the preprocessor section. The only additional input data
required are the inertias of each component about their own
centers of gravity. These are readily available from the
mass properties buildup of the Model 222.
Other lengths required for the mathematical model are computed
in this section. The input data for these computations are in
terms of the water line, butt line and fuselage station line
locations of the elements in question.
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12.0 AERO-ELASTIC REPRESENTATION
Two aero-elastic degrees of freedom are included in the tilt
rotor mathematical model. These are first mode wing vertical
bending and first mode wing torsion. The stability and con-
trol characteristics of flexible airplanes may be significantly
influenced by distortions of the structure under transient
loading conditions. When the separation in frequency between
the elastic degrees of freedom and the rigid body motions is
not large, then significant aerodynamic and inertial coupling
can occur between the two. Many of the important effects of
elastic distortion, however, can be accounted for simply by
modifying the aerodynamic equations. The assumption is made
that the changes in aerodynamic loading take place so slowly
that the structure is at all times in static equilibrium.
This is equivalent to assuming that the natural frequencies
of vibration of the structure are much higher than the fre-
quencies of the rigid body motions. Thus a change in load
produces a proportional change in the shape of the airplane,
which in turn influences the load. This is known as the
method of "quasistatic" deflections where all the coupling
occurs in the aerodynamic equations.
The wing uncoupled natural frequencies were investigated to
determine which method would be used. Table 12.1 shows the
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TABLE 12.1 WING UNCOUPLED FREQUENCIES (BLADES OFF)
CRUISE CONFIGURATION
Symmetric Mode
Vertical Bending
Chordwise Bending
Torsion
Antisymmetric Mode
Vertical Bending
Chordwise Bending
Torsion
Frequency
3.6 cps
5.4 cps
6.1 cps
Frequency
11.2 cps
9.1 cps
5.7 cps
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Model 222 wing uncoupled frequencies for the cruise condition
for both the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. As can be
noted in the table, the lowest vertical bending frequency is
3.6 cps and the lowest wing torsional frequency is 5.7 cps.
The rigid body short period mode varies from approximately 0.40
cps to 1.35 cps. Since the rigid body short period modes are
separated from the elastic modes by a substantial margin, the
method of "quasistatic" deflection is used to represent the
wing bending and torsion modes, with the only coupling in the
aerodynamic terms (through angle of attack). The wing twists
and bends instantaneously whensubjected to an applied load.
The assumptions made in deriving the wing bending and torsion
relationships are as follows:
• No coupling between bending and torsion modes
• Wings are cantilevered from the fuselage
• Elliptical loading assumed for the rigid untwisted wing
• Aerodynamic loads act at the wing quarter chord
• Wing elastic axis coincident with cross shaft
• Wing center of mass assumed to lie on the elastic axis
• First wing torsional mode assumed linear from tip to
root
In the mathematical model, wing twist at the tip is calculated
using the following equation:
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8t - IE_E R + q c_ bwKst = MAC T
Cm o
2
where: Ket = Wing torsional spring constant
8 t = Wing twist angle in degrees
MACT = Nacelle actuator pitching moment
I E = Engine inertia
_E = Engine speed
R = Body yaw rate
q = Dynamic pressure
G w = Wing reference chord
b w = Wing reference span
= Wing zero lift pitching moment coefficient
dCmc/4 = Wing pitching moment slope with lift coeffi-
dC_
cient
CL_ = Wing lift curve slope
_RIGID = Wing angle of attack without twist
Assuming a linear mode shape from the wing tip to the root and
a cantilevered wing (zero twist at root), the wing twist at
the aerodynamic center location of the wing is obtained by
linear interpolation. The wing twist represents the change in
angle of attack of the wing tip and aerodynamic center and are
used in the aerodynamic equations.
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Wing vertical bending deflection is also treated on a "quasi-
static" basis. The form of the equation used in the math-
ematical model for the wing tip deflection is as follows:
_ __ _o ÷_2 _o _ _o _4 _ _5 _c
where : h 1
W
ZAERO
Z_RO
N
LAE RO
_T
= Wing tip deflection
= Wing lift
= Total wing lift
= Nacelle rolling moment
= Vertical acceleration of the nacelle
--_WAC = Vertical acceleration of the wing aero-
dynamic center
Kw_Kw5 = Constants for Model 222 wing
The form of the equation for the wang deflection at the aero-
dynamic center is written similarly:
h I = K W Z_R O + K W Zw
WAC 6 7 8 9
The symbols represent the same quantities as the tip deflec-
tions except the quantities Kw6 to KWl 0 are different from
K 1 to K 5.
a
WAC
i0
These equations are derived in Appendix A. Since the wings
are assumed cantilevered, these equations may be written for
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the left and right sides. The equations as used in the math-
ematical model are written in Appendix E.
The wing tip and aerodynamic center vertical bending veloci-
ties are computed by dividing the change in vertical bending
deflection by the simulation time frame. The vertical bending
deflections and velocities are then added to the velocity com-
ponents at the wing tip and aerodynamic center. These velocity
components are then used in the calculation of the aerodynamic
angle of attack.
In addition to the aerodynamic coupling via angle of attack,
as discussed above, the wing tip vertical forces and moments
act as the driving functions to a set of second order equa-
tions that are forced at the wing vertical bending frequency.
This results in giving the pilot a "seat of the pants" feel
for the vibratory aspects of the wing vertical bending mode.
The equations were written in this manner to see if the pilot
could induce a P.I.O. (pilot induced oscillation) during the
piloted simulations due to wing vertical bending.
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13.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i. Formulation of an eleven degree of freedom tilt rotor
mathematical model and setting up an in-house hybrid
simulation programusing this model have been successfully
completed.
2. The simulation model has been successfully checked out
and validated at the Ames Research Center.
3. The in-house simulation model is "real time" and executes
in 40 milliseconds. The Ames simulation is also real
time with a 50 millisecond time frame. This increased
time is due to the all digital nature of the Ames simu-
lation.
4. It is desirable to shorten the frame time of the simula-
tion. This may be accomplished by streamlining the fol-
lowing elements of the mathematical model:
• Slipstream aerodynamics
• Input aerodynamic data in body axes rather than
wind axes to eliminate axes transforms
5. The simulation could be improved by incorporating advances
in methodology in such areas as:
• Rotor Representation - Formulate a simplified
analytical model to adequately represent the
dynamics and aerodynamics of soft-in-plane hingeless
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rotors for all flight regimes. This would avoid the
necessity for complex time-consuming table look ups
of rotor data.
• Slipstream Aerodynamics - Simplify the analytical
representation based on wind tunnel test data.
• Interference Effects - Improve the prediction of the
tail downwash environment at low transition speeds.
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APPENDIX A - TREATMENT OF WING FLEXIBILITY
As described in Section 12 the large separation which exists
between the natural frequencies of vibration of the wing struc-
ture and the aircraft rigid body motions, enables the elastic
deformations of the wing structure to be calculated on a quasi-
static basis.
In the simple treatment presented below, the bending and tor-
sion modes are considered to be uncoupled. The wing is treated
as a cantilever with a built-in root end. The wing is free to
twist about the elastic axis which is assumed to coincide with
the nacelle pivot line. The center of mass of each chordwise
strip is also taken to lie on the pivot line. The unloaded
wing has neither geometric nor aerodynamic twist.
WING TWIST
Spanwise twisting of the wing takes place under the action of
the nacelle aerodynamic and inertial moments, the wing lift
distribution, and the spanwise distribution of aerodynamic
pitching moment. The nacelle aerodynamic moments consist of
rotor hub loads, transferred to the pivot, together with the
aerodynamic loads on the nacelle itself. Nacelle inertial
moments include the gyroscopic effects of the rotor drive
system.
A-I
With reference to Figure A.I , M N is the moment supplied or
absorbed by the nacelle tilt actuator. If K 8 is the wing
stiffness as seen by the wing tip, then
M N = K B 6T (A-l)
The total moment about the elastic axis due to wing aerodyna-
mics, nacelle loads and engine gyroscopic torque is
T = m dy + M N + Mgyro
o
CA-2)
The aerodynamic moment about the elastic axis at any station
y is given by
m = mc/4 + %x (A-3)
where £ is the section lift and x is the distance from the
quarter chord to the elastic axis. In terms of the section
aerodynamic coefficients,
l-V2c2 C m
m(y) = _p
c/4
+ _V2c2C_ x (A-4)
c
The section lift coefficient, C
c
dC£
= k d---_(s - So)
is given by£i
= k a O (s R - _p - s o + 0t(y)) _ (A-5)
where
a R
_p
s O
et
is the wing root section angle of attack
is the rotor induced downwash, assumed constant
spanwise
is the section zero-lift angle
is the structural twist at station y
A-2
a/c £
41
(y}
b
2
_Fa
_T
\
untwisted position of wing
Figure A. 1. Wing Geometry for Derivation of Flexibility
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Thefocto_k_l_ is introduced so that, for the untwisted
wing, the lift distribution is elliptical. The value of k is
obtained from the rigid wing elliptical loading as
= ! cL_ (A-6)
a o
Thus the equation for C£ becomes, with _RIGID = SR-_pSo'
CZ = ? CL a RIGID + 8t
In equation (A-4) we can write, for low angles of attack,
Cmc/4 = Cmo + dCmc/4 C£
dC£
and therefore
I d >1=_0v_o__o+_+ _ c_m (y)
(A-8)
(A-9)
The equation for the total wing twisting moment, equation
(A-2),can now be written as,
1 c2T = Mactuator + MGYRO + QV2c2Cmo b + _ pV a
/d%c/4 ÷ __ C_dy (A-10_
dC£ c o
Using equation (A-7), assuming a linear structural twist from
root to tip and performing the indicated integrations, the
equation for total wing twisting moment becomes
T=K0_T=Mactuator+Mgyro+_ _V2bC2Cmo+ pV2c 2 dC_c/4 +
dC£
x CL_b6_ (3"_RIGID + 48T) (A-11)
The equation for the actuator moment is given in the equations
of motion, Section 5.0.
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1
Rearranging, and writing q = qs (I-CT s) = _ Pv2
w[ ('-+.)+ Cmol8T = MN+Mgyr°+ _qs(1-CTs)C 6_rigid dC L c
:<o-!qsbwCw2 cL_(I-CTs)(des+ x)
_ dC L c
(A-12)
where Cmo, the zero-lift wing section pitching moment coeffi-
cient, is a function of flap deflection:
Cmo = C 1 + C26 f + C36f 2 (A-13)
Knowing the tip value of twist, the twist at any other span-
wise station is obtained by assuming a linear variation of
twist from zero at the root to the tip value.
WING VERTICAL BENDING
The spanwise bending moment at any spanwise station y, on the
wing is the sum of the bending moments due to wing aerodynamic
lift, wing weight, nacelle lift, nacelle weight and net torque
on the nacelle. The expressions for each contribution to the
bending moments are derived below.
Bending moment due to wing loadin_.
Assuming an elliptical distribution of lift the bending
moment is given by
a _2
M (Yl) =
yl
= £o b2
4
£ (y) (Y-Yl)dY
Yl
(A-14)
A-5
where £o is the lift per unit length at the wing root. Intro-
ducing the spanwise variable _=cos making the required
substitutions and integrating, the bending moment at any point
y is:
M a (y)
£°b2 [
= 1 (sin e-0
1 sin3 0]cos e ) - _- (A-15)
• Bend;ing: d,_e; _to: _ace&ile _ .ne_ q_r_:ic_a:l: ,l_ad.,
The net vertical force on nacelle is
a
F=F - nW N
where F a is the aerodynamic force and nW N is the inertial
load on the nacelle. The bending moment due to nacelle
force is
M N(y) = Fb (1-cos 8) (A-16)
2
• Bgndin_ due to win_.wei@ht.
Assuming a uniform distribution of wing weight
w bt2M (Yl) = -n w(y) (y-Ylldy
Yl
and w(y) = 2W/b where W is the weight of one wing panel
.. MW(yl) _ 2nW bI2-b (Y-Yl)dy
Yl
• nWb (1-cos % 1 sin2%)i.e MW(y) = 2 -
(A-17)
• Bendin 9 due to nacelle torque (rollin_ moment)
T(y) = constant = T (A-18)
A-6
Total bending moment at station y is therefore
M(y) = Ma(y) + MN(y) + MW(y) + T (A-19)
Assuming a linear variation of EI from root to tip given by
the curvature of the wing due to bending is
d2 z £o b2 [ (sin0:_6: C_ :8:)_i_3_:i_%:3e]+ Fa b
) - dY-/ - 8EI o 1 - acos 0 2EI-----o
(A-20)
] [_ nWNb [1-cos 8 -nWwb 1-cos %- _ s n 2
2_ ° [l-a cos e _ 1 -a cos
+ k_O (l-a cos 8)
(A-21)
Double integration of this equation yields the following ex-
pression for the bending deflection of the wing at any point
y on the span:-
z(y) = Lb3 b3Fa nWNb3 _3
8_EI ° #i + 8EI ° #2 - 8Eio
nWwb 3 + Tb 3
#4 _ (A-22)
8Eio 4Eio 5
where _l i Y (sin 8 - 8 cos 8)- _ sin3%l- acos 8 dy dy
o o
Y Y
i- a cos % dy dy
Yli lI 1-cos 8 - _sin 2%4 = l-acos 8
o o
dy I dy
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i l-a cos 8#5 = o
and where the wing lift (2 wing panels) L=_ £o b. The function
_l through #5 were obtained numerically and are presented in
Figure A.2 .
Since L -2 W
= ZAERO
Fa= _ ZN
AERO
T = - L N
AERO
1 1
nW w = _ m w ZAERO = _ mw aWAC
m
nWN = mN aT
where m w is the mass of two wing panels
m is the total aircraft mass
aWAC is the acceleration of the wing aerodynamic center
aT is the acceleration of the wing tip
and since the values of _i through #5 are constant for any given
station y on the wing we can write the final equation for wing
bending in the form
N W N
- aT
h I = KW1 ZAERO + KW2 ZAERO -Kw3LAERO KW 4
- KW 5 _WAC
where h I = -z
b3_2
KWI = 8Eio
A-8
b3#l
KW 2 4.EI o
b3_ 5
KW3 = 4Eio
= mNb3_ 2
KW 4 8Eio
= mwb3 _4
KW5 8Eio
This is the form given in the computer representation. The
bending deflection at the aerodynamic center and at the wing
tip are obtained using the values of _l ÷ 9 5 appropriate to
these stations.
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Figure A.2. Wing Bending Functions
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APPENDIX B - DERIVATION OF LANDING GEAR EQUATIONS
Presented below are the equations for landing gear forces and
moments arising from ground contact. The derivation accounts
for brake and friction forces together with a simplified re-
presentation of the oleo dynamics. Nose wheel steering is
not included.
With reference to Figure B-1 the distance from the center of
gravity to the bottom of the right main wheel following a
positive pitch rotation is
he = X sin 8 - Z cos 8 - r (B-l)
where X and Z are the coordinates of the hub of the wheel re-
lative to the C.G. and r is the tire radius. If the aircraft
is now rolled right, through the angle ¢, the bottom of the
right gear moves through a distance
= [Y sin ¢ + (Z+r)(cos ¢-1)_ cos e (B-2)h_
The height of the bottom of the wheel above the ground is
therefore
h = HCG + h 8- he (B-3)
and the oleo deflection during ground contact is given
by
hT = HCG + h 0 - h# (B-4)
cos _ cos e
By differentiation of equation B-4 and making small angle
assumptions regarding the aircraft pitch and roll angles during
touchdown, the rate of change of oleo strut deflection is
8-]
View in Direction
of 'X'
Figure B. 1. Geometry of Landing Gear
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obtained as
' HCG
h T = _
cos _ cos 0
+ XQ - YP (B-5)
Assuming that the oleo response is that of a second order
system, the equation of motion for the landing gear is
F G = KST h T + DST h T (B-6)
where KST and DST are the equivalent spring rates and damping
for the oleo, and F G is the force on the landing gear strut.
Tire Friction and Side Force
The friction force acting on each tire during ground contact is
resolved into a force F_ along the line of intersection of the
plane of the wheel and the ground plane, positive forward, and
a side force F_ at right angles to F_ lying in the ground plane
and positive to starboard. The friction force F s is assumed
to be proportional to oleo force and the amount of braking
exerted by the pilot. The side force is proportional to the
oleo force.
The components of tire friction are:
F = (U0 + _l BG) FGZ_ (B-7)
v (B-8)
Fs = Us FGZ
where _s, Ul and _s are the coefficients for rolling friction,
brake friction and sliding friction. B G is expressed as a
percentage of full brake pedal deflection. The signs of the
forward and sidewards velocity are introduced to properly orient
the tire forces.
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The force and moment contributions of each landing gear to the
aircraft total forces and moments are, assuming small angles;
AX n = F_n - FGZn8
AY n = Fsn + FGZn#
AZ n = F_ne - Fsn# + FGZ n
AM n = -AZnX n + AXn(Z n + r n + hTn)
AL n = AZn Yn - AYn(Zn + rn + hT )
AN n = -AXnY n + XnAY n
(B-9)
(B-10)
(B-11)
(B-12)
(B-13)
(B-14)
where n=l,2 and 3 denote the left main gear, right main gear and
nose gear, respectively.
The total contribution of the landing gear forces to the forces
and moments at the center of gravity of the aircraft are:
3
AXLG = [ AXn
n=l
3
AYLG = [ AY n
n=l
3
AZLG = [ AZn
n=l
3
ALLG = [ ALn
n=l
3
AMLG = [ AM n
n=l
3
_NLG = _ _Nn
n=l
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A_P_NDIX C - VELOCI_TY AND ACCELERATION TRANSFORMATIONS AND
CENTER OF GRAVITY/INERTIA EQUATIONS
C.I Velocity Transformations
The calculation of aerodynamic forces on wings, fuselage, nacelles
and tail surfaces requires that the angle of attack and relative wind
velocity at these surfaces be known. These velocities are obtained
most conveniently in terms of the velocity of the pivot reference
point•
With reference to Figure C.l , the velocity of a general point in the
aircraft relative to the airplane center of gravity is
(C-l)
V= 6_y_r+ _xr
6t -- --
where r is the radius vector from the c.g. to the point and _ is
the angular velocity of the aircraft. Thus_expanding equation C-l;
the velocity of the pivot relative to the c.g. is
' = Xp + QZp - YpRUp
v' = Y - PZp + XpR (C-2)
P P
w_ = Zp + PYp - QXp
where Xp, Yp and Zp are the distances of the pivot from the c.g.,
measured positively forward, to the right and downwards, respectively•
If we measure all distances from the pivot location then Xp = -XcG,
YP = -YcG = 0, Zp =-ZcG and the velocity of the pivot relative to in-
ertial space can be written,
Up = U + _
Vp V + Vp
!
Wp = W + Wp
= U - XCG - QZcG
= V + PZcG - XCG R
= W + QXcG - ZCG
(C-3)
C--I
&.-I
v-I
L_
¢6
0
O_
o Q.
.lJ
0
-,-I
O_
.--4
r-I
_. > (j
C-2
where U, V and W are the components of the velocity of the airplane
center of gravity•
The velocity of a point in the aircraft relative to the pivot is
u = X + QZ - YR
v = Y + RX - PZ
e
w= Z + PY- QX
where X, Y, and Z are measured from the pivot to the point• By
adding equations (C-3) and (C-4) the velocities of the following
components are obtained relative to inertial space• The indicated
distances are measured relative to the pivot.
Velocity of Horizontal Tail AerOdynamic Center
UHT = Up + ZHTQ
VHT = Vp + XHT R - ZHTP
Writ = Wp - XHTQ
Velocity of Vertical Tail Aerodynamic Center
uVT = Up + ZvTQ
vVT = Up + XVT R - ZvTP
wVT = Wp + XvTQ
Velocity of Left Wing _erodynamic Center Body Axes
u_.W = Up + Q (ZwA c + hlLwA C) + YWAC R
V_w = Up + XwAcR - P(ZwA C + hlLwA C)
= wp - YwAcP - XwAcO + hlTwAc
C-3
(C-4)
(c-5)
(C-6)
(C-7)
where is the elastic deflection of the left wing aerodynamic
hlLwA C
center. The equations for the right wing are obtained by substituting
YRwAc = -YLwAc
and hlRwA C = hlLwA C
Velocity of Left Zing Aerodynamic Center-Chord Axes
In order to compute wing angle-of-attack the velocity components are
required relative to the wing chord line. If the wing chord makes an
angle iw with the body centerline then
uLW = U_w cos iw - W_w sin iw
vLW = V_w
wLW = W{w cos iw + W{w sin iw
(c-8)
The equations for the right wing are obtained by changing the subscript.
Velocity of Left. Rotor Hub- Body Axes
' = Up + RY N - L (iNL + Q) sin iNL +URL s
(c-9)
where L s is the distance from the rotor pivot point to the rotor hub
and hlL is the deflection of the wing tip. The equations for the right
hub are obtained by changing subscripts and substituting YN = - YN.
QhlL
= Vp + L s(R cos iNL + P sin iNL) -PhIL
= Wp - PYN - Ls (INL + Q) cos iNL + hlL
C-4
Velocit_ of Left Rotor Hub - Shaft Axes
Since the rotor aerodynamic forces and moments are functions of the
shaft angle of attack and sideslip, the velocity components are required
relative to shaft axes.
URL = U_L cos iNL- W_L sin iNL
VRL = v_ (C-10)
WRL = W_L sin iNL+ W_L cos iNL
The corresponding equations for the right hub are obtained by changing
the subscript.
C.2 Center of Gravity and Inertia Equations
Equations are required that express the overall aircraft center of
gravity position and inertias in terms of the centers of gravity and
inertias of the individual mass components. In order to do this a
fixed reference point is chosen in the aircraft defined by the inter-
section of the line joining the nacelle pivots and the vertical plane
of symmetry of the aircraft, see Figure C.I. A set of axes PxPYPZP is
taken at this pivot reference point, parallel to the axes OXYZ at the
aircraft center of gravity. If the location of the aircraft center of
I I
gravity with respect to the pivot reference axes iS(XcG, Y_G' ZCG) and
if (£f, hf) and (£w' hw) are the x and z coordinates of the fuselage
and wing masses measured from the pivot, then the following relation-
ships are obtained between the centers of mass of the components and the
aircraft center of gravity.
C-5
Fuselage CG Relative to Aircraft CG
I
Xf = £f - XCG
Xf = hf - ZCG
Wing CG Relative to Aircraft CG
(c-11)
!
Xw = £w - XCG
I
Zw = h w - ZCG
(C-12)
Nacelle CG Relative to Aircraft CG
XNR = £ cos (iNR - X) - XCG
XNL = £ cos (iNL- X) -X #CG
J
ZNR = £ sin (iNR- X) - ZCG
I
_NL = £ sin (iNL - X) - ZCG
where Z is the distance from the nacelle pivot point to the nacelle
c.g., and _ is the angular depression of the nacelle center of mass
below the nacelle pivot, when the nacelle is in the down position,
see Figure C.I.
Aircraft Center of Grayit_ Position
By taking moments about the pivot, the aircraft center of gravity
is given by
(C-13)
C-6
g, mf £f + m w £w
XCG = m
J
ZCG =
mf hf + m w hw
m
(C-14)
The equations of motion (Section 5) require the first and second time
derivatives of the center of gravity position. They are as follows:
Center of Gravity Velocity Relative to Pivot Point
XCG = -£ NRsin(iNR-A) + iNLsin(iNL-A
ZCG = -£ NRCOS (iNR-A) + iNLCOS (iNL-A)]
Center of Gravity Acceleration Relative to Pivot Point
XCG = -£1-_I LiNRsin(iNR-l) + iNLsin(iNL-l) + iNL cos
(C-15)
2(iNL-I) + iNR cos (iNR-I) (C-16)
ZCG = -_ [_) IiNRC°S(iNR-I) + iNLC°S(iNL-I) - iNLsin
(iNL-_) - iNRsin (iNR-X)
Pilot Station Velocities - Body Axes
The velocities at the pilot's station are required in order to drive
the visual display. From equations (C-3) and (C-4) the components of
velocity of the pilot's station in body axes are:
C-7
upA = Up + QZpA - RYpA
vpA = Vp + R£pA - PZpA
wpA = Wp + PYPA - Q£PA
C-3 Pilot Station Acceleration - Body Axes
The pilot station acceleration is also required to drive the visual
display. These accelerations are derived here.
The velocity at the pilot's station is
V = V + _ X r + 6r_pA
-PA -CG -- --PA
6t
where r p A is the vector from the aircraft CG to the pilot's station
6._.pA
and _ is the rate of change of the pilot's station with respect
gt
to the aircraft CG.
The pilot's station acceleration is
_A = d_PA = d_CG + d__ (_ X [pA ) + d__ (6_pAl
dt dt dt dt 6t !
2
6 6 _-PA _ r---PA
_CG + -- (_ X _PA) + e X (_ X rpA ) + + _ X
_t _t _t
_CG + --= X rpA + 2_ X __ + _ (rp_ ._) - _2r + 62
6t 6t -- -- --PA _t _
with J%= P_ + Q9 + R_
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and noting that YCG and the time derivatives of XpA, YPA, ZPA
are always zero, the above equation yields the pilot's station
accelerations as: -
axp A =
XAERO+ (Q + PR)(ZpA -ZcG) + (Q2 + R 2) (XcG _ £pA)
m
+ YPA (PQ - _) - %QZcG - _ CG
aypA
= YAERO+ (P - QR) (ZcG - ZpA) + (R + PQ)
m
2 2
- YPA (R + P ) + 2 (PZcG -  XcG)
(£PA - XCG)
azp A -
ZAERO, (Q - PR) (XcG - £pA ) +
m
I ,o
+ YPA (P + QR) + 9.QXcG - ZCG
(p2 + Q2) (ZcG - ZpA)
ZAERO etc.
where axCG - m
XpA = £pA,the distance from the pivot to the pilot's station
C.4 Aircraft Inertias
The aircraft roll inertia about the aircraft center of gravity is,
from the parallel axis theorem,
f w NL NR 2 2 2 2 2
Ixx = Ixx + Ixx + Ixx + Ixx + mfZf + mwZ w + 2mNY N + mNZNL + mNZNR (C-17)
f
where Ixx, etc., are the inertias of the various components about
their individual centers of gravity.
C-9
NL NR
In the case of the nacelles the inertias Ixx, Ixx are dependent on
the nacelle tilt angle, i N. These inertias are related to the
inertias of the nacelle with respect to a set of nacelle-fixed axes
O"xyz placed as shown in Figure 5.1. The relationships are
i N = i N + (i N _ N 2
xx xx o ZZo Ixxo ) sin i N - Ixz O sin 2i N
i N = I N
YY YYo
N
Izz
N N
= Izz ° + (Ixx ° -
N 2
Izz o) sin iN + Ixz ° sin 2i N
(C-18)
I_z = I_z O COS 2i N + 1 (ixx ° _ I ) sin 2i NZZo
Using equations (C-18) together with (C-13), (C-II) and (C-12),
in equation (C-17), the roll inertia becomes
Ixx = If x + IW x + 2INxo + (INzo- INxo) (sin2iNL + sin2iNR )
_ iN
xz
o
2
(sin 2iNL + sin 2iNR) + 2 toNY N + mfhfZf
+ mwhwZw - mfZfZcG - mwZwZ_G
- mNZNLZ_G - mNZNRZ_G
£mN[ZNRsin(iNR[ - I) + ZNLsin(iNL- l))j
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TF
i
6
i f
q
= if + iw + 2I N + (IN _ IN ) (sin 2 2
xx xx xx o zz o xx o iNL + sin iNR)
2
- IN (sin 2iNL_.2iNR) + 2 mNY N + mfhfZf
xz o
+ mwhwZw - £mN [ZNR sin (iNR - I) + ZNL sin (iNL - I)]
i
since the terms containing ZCG sum to zero.
Similarly
= I f + Iw + IN (cos + cos 2iNR)Ixz xz xz xz 2iNL
+ 1 (iN - IN ) (sin 2i + sin 2iNR) + m £ Z
xx o zz o NL f f f
+ mwZw£ w + £m N IZNR cos (iNR - l) + ZNL cos (iNL - l)_
N
+ (Ixx °
N 2 2 N
- Izz O) (sin iNL + sin iNR)+ Ixzo(Sin 2iNL + sin 2iNR)
-(mfhfZf + mwhwZ w) + mN£ [ZNL sin (iNL - I)
2
+ ZNR sin (iNR- l)I + 2mNYN
Similar expressions are obtained for Iyy and Izz and these are
presented in Appendix E.
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APPENDIX D - CALCULATION OF SLIPSTREAM-IMMERSED WING AREAS
The wing areas washed by the rotor slipstreams are required
in the calculation of wing lift and drag. These immersed
areas depend on rotor shaft inclination, wing angle of attack
and sideslip, and rotor thrust. The equations presented in
Appendix E for the immersed areas SiL and SiR were obtained
as follows.
V.
The above sketch shows a rotor under conditions of combined
angle of attack (eT.L.) and sideslip (B).
of attack of the shaft is given by
-1
_R = cos (cos ST.L. cos B) (D-l)
If the rotor shaft is inclined to the fuselage centerline at
angle iN and the fuselage is at angle of attack uf then
eT.L. = ef + iN (D-2)
D-I
The resultant angle
The rotor "sideslip" angle, _, is defined by
F Tan 8 1-
and is the angle shown in the sketch.
(D-3)
Figure D_I presents four views of the geometry of rotor
slipstream/wing planform interaction.
Figure D_l[a] is a view of the plane taken through the rotor
shaft parallel to the aircraft vertical plane of symmetry. The
line PT is the wing chord, the distances PC and hp are the
horizontal and vertical coordinates of the pivot measured from
the wing leading edge, and £ is the spinner-to-pivot shaft
length.
Figure D.l[b] is a view taken normal to the rotor disc plane.
In this view, the traces of the slipstream on planes taken
through the wing leading and trailing edges parallel to the
disc plane appear as circles. This assumes that the slip-
stream is a sheared circular cylinder.
Figure D.l[c] is a section taken in the plane containing the
rotor shaft and the freestream velocity vector V . The angle
is the deflection of the slipstream relative to the free-
stream direction. Planes are taken through the wing leading
and trailing edges parallel to the rotor disc. These inter-
sect the rotor shaftline at the points O and T, and intersect
the slipstream centerline at the points O' and O". These
points enable the slipstream traces shown in (b) to be con-
structed. D-2
Figure (D.l[d]) is a view taken perpendicular to the wing
surface showing the areas washed by the slipstream. For con-
venience this view combines the immersed areas of both left
and right wings. In general, the imprint of the slipstream
on the wing will be bounded in the chordwise direction by
curved lines; however, the approximation is made that these
lines are straight.
The immersed area of the right wing panel is (assu/ning that
the tip is immersed),
SiR =
From Figure
From Figure
From Figure
l(pM + TN)c
2
(PR + RM + TS + SN)c
D.l[b]
D,l[c]
D.l[a]
From Figure D.l[b]
From Figure D.l[b]
From Figure D.l[a]
(D-4)
PR = 00' sin _ (D-5)
OO' = (£-OD) Tan (mR-E) (D-6)
OD = PC cos (iN-iw)-hpsin(iN-i W) (D-7)
RM = R'M' =ID_ - O'R '2 (D-8)
4 4
O'R' = O0' cos _ + OP (D-9)
OP = PC sin (iN - iW) + hpCOS (iN-i W) (D-10)
These equations define the leading edge intersection PM. If RM
is zero or negative, the slipstream does not intersect the
leading edge and the wing is considered to be unaffected by
the slipstream.
For the trailing edge intersection, TN:
TS = OO" sin (U-ll)
D-3
0O
/
/
/
/
/
\
_H
OQ
O0
D-4
/
/
/
/
/
H_
AO
t_al
[-.t
II:
OO"= (£ + c cos (iN-iw)-OD) Tan (_R-¢)
D2 O"S '2SN = S'N' = s -
4
O"S' = OO" cos _ + TT'
TT' = OP - c sin (iN-i W)
If we write
_i = PR, _2 = RM, _3 = TS, and _4 - SN
then, using the above equations,
and
(D-12)
(D-13)
(D-14)
(D-15)
_i = [h-PC cos (iN-iW)+ hp sin(iN-iW)] Tan(aR-¢)sin (D-16)
VD2_ s -{[h-PC cos(iN-iw)+hpsin(iN-iw)]Tan(sR-¢)cos_2 -_
}'
+ PC sin(iN-i W) + hpcoS(iN-i W) (D-17)
The corresponding equations for _3 and _4 are obtained by re-
placing PC in (D-16) and (D-17) with (PC-c)
Thus the immersed area of the right wing panel is 9iven
= 1 c (El + _2 + _3 + _4 ) (D-18)by SiR
From the symmetry of Figure D.l(d), SN=BS and RM=AR.
total immersed area of both wing panels is
The
Si T = _i c (AM + BN) = _i c (2_2+2_4)=C(_2 + _4 ) (D-19)
and therefore the immerse_ area or _ne le_t wzng is obtained
from
SiL = SiT - SiR (D-20)
The above equations correspond to those presented in Appendix
E for calculating immersed wing area.
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LAPPENDIX E COMPUTER REPRESENTATION
The equations derived in previous sections of this report have
been collected and written in a format to facilitate computer
programming. The complete set of equations which define the
Model 222 simulation mathematical model are contained in this
section. The computer block diagram for the simulation is also
included. Each element of this block diagram contains an in-
dex number. Figure E.I lists the index number, the name of
the element, and its page number in this appendix. In addi-
tion the input and output, where appropriate, to each element
are identified by their index numbers.
£-I
INDEX
NUi_BE}
i •
•
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
BLOCK DIAGP, Ai_ ELEMENT NAMES
Control Mixing, Load Alleviation System
and Actuator Dynamics
Stability Augmentation System
Density Calculation
Engines and Thrust Management System
Rotor Control Coordinate Axis Transforms
Center of Gravity Calculation
Aerodynamic Coordinate Transforms
Wing Equations (Including Interference)
Wing A.C. to Elastic Axis Transform
Wing Force and Moment Resolution to Center
of Gravity
Horizontal and Vertical Tail Aerodynamics
(Including Interference)
Tail Force and Moment Resolution to Center
of Gravity
Nacelle Aerodynamics
Landing Gear Equations
Fuselage Aerodynamics
Fuselage Force and Moment Resolution to
Center of Gravity (Includes Landing Gear)
Wing/Rotor Interference
Rotor/Kotor Interference
Rotor Aero Input Equations
Rotor Equations
Rotor Force and Moment Resolution
Wing Vertical Bending
Wing Torsion
Total Force and Moment Summation About
Center of Gravity
Basic Equations of Motion
Euler Angle Calculation
Aircraft Condition Calculation and Ground
Track
Gust Model
Preliminary Calculation (Preprocess)
Trim Loops
PAGE
iNUMBE_
E-4
E-7
E-9
E-10
E-14
E-15
E-16
E-19
E-33
E-34
E-35
E-43
E-44
E-46
E-49
E-50
E-51
E-52
E,53
E-54
E-61
E-64
E-66
E-67
E-68
E-77
E-78
E-80
E-81
E-87
Figure E. 1. Block Diagram Element Index Numbers
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APPENDIX F MATHEMATICAL MODEL INPUT DATA
Presented in this section is the input data for the mathema-
tical model. A general description of the Model 222 tilt
rotor was given in Section 4.0. Model 222 dimensional data
and control surface deflections and travels are given on the
following pages. Weight, balance and moment of inertia data
for five nominal design operating conditions are defined in
Figure F.I . Center of gravity envelopes for the condition of
nacelle incidence zero (cruise configuration) and nacelle
incidence 90 degrees (hover configuration) are illustrated in
Figure F.2. The mathematical model input data are given in
Section F.I to F.5 and are referenced by page number to the
equations presented in Appendix E.
F--I
MODEL 222 DIMENSIONAL DATA
WING
AREA (THEO.)
ASPECT RATIO
SPAN (BETWEEN ROTOR _)
TAPER RATIO
CHORDS :
ROOT
TIP
MEAN AERODYNAMIC
SWEEPBACK
DIHEDRAL
INCIDENCE
ROOT
TIP
AIRFOIL SECTION
ROOT
TIP
FUSELAGE
LENGTH
DEPTH (NOT INCLUDING SPONSONS)
WIDTH (NOT INCLUDING SPONSONS)
WETTED AREA (INCLUDING SPONSONS)
200 FT 2
5,61
33,42 FT
1.00
71.8 IN
71.8 IN
71,8 IN
0 DEGREES
0 DEGREES
2.0 DEGREES
2.0 DEGREES
NACA 634221 (MODIFIED)
NACA 634221 (MODIFIED)
38.83 FT
5.45 FT
5,45 FT
582 FT 2
F-2
MODEL 222 DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
NACELLES
ENGINE
LENGTH
DEPTH
WIDTH
WETTED AREA (PER NACELLE)
TILTING
LENGTH
DEPTH
WIDTH
WETTED AP_A (PER NACELLE)
HORIZONTAL TAIL
AREA (EXPOSED)
AREA (THEO)
SPAN
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
DISTANCE (c/4) w
CHORDS
ROOT
TIP
MEAN AERODYNAMIC
SWEEPBACK AT 0 PERCENT CHORD
DIHEDRAL
5.58 FT
2.37 FT
2.37 FT
21 FT 2
3.70 FT
3.35 FT
2.37 FT
22 FT 2
46.3 FT 2
58.3 FT 2
15.75 FT
4.26
.379
to (c/4)HT 20.29 FT
66.0 IN
25.0 IN
48.0 IN
14 ° 51'
0 DEGREES
F--3
MODEL 222 DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
INCIDENCE
ROOT 0 DEGREES
TIP 0 DEGREES
AIRFOIL SECTION
ROOT
TIP
NACA 64A010 (MODIFIED
NACA 64A010 (MODIFIED)
VERTICAL TAIL
AREA (EXPOSED, EXCLUDES DORSAL)
AREA (REFERENCE)
SPAN (REFERENCE)
ASPECT RATIO
TAPER RATIO
DISTANCE (c/4) W to (c/4)VT
CHORDS (REFERENCE)
ROOT
TIP
MEAN AERODYNAMIC
SWEEPBACK AT 0 PERCENT CHORD
AIRFOIL SECTION
CONTROL SURFACES
FLAPERON
AREA (AFT OF HINGE)
SPAN (LENGTH EACH SIDE)
CHORD (% OF WING CHORD)
SWEEPBACK OF HINGE LINE
SPOILERS
AREA
F-4
35.5 FT 2
43,3 FT2
8.14 FT
1.53
,303
18.88 FT
8,17 FT
2.48 FT
5.83 FT
46 ° 28'
NACA 64A008
52,5 FT
151.56 IN
30
0o
19.15 FT 2
CONTROLSURFACEDEFLECTIONSAND CONTROL TRAVELS
Control Surface Deflections (Positive deflection is trailing
edge down unless indicated otherwise)
Elevator
Flaperon (Flap Mode)
(Aileron Mode)
Rudder
Spoiler (Roll Control)
(Max. Download
Alleviation in
Hover)
Umbrella Upper Surface
Lower Surface
+20 ° (Pilot Stick Command-
Deflection From Scheduled
Elevator Position)
+70 o , -0 o
+20 °, -0 ° (Flaperon Used for
Roll Control to a Maximum of 35 °
Combined Flap + Aileron Mode
Deflection)
+20 °
45 ° (T.E. Up)
ii0 ° (T.E. Up)
Aft Edge 20 ° From Vertical
Aft Edge i0 ° From Vertical
Rotor Control Authorities
Longitudinal Cyclic _2.5 ° for Pitch Trim Plus
Maneuver
+2.7 ° for Combined SAS + L6ad
Alleviation
Differential Longi- +4.5 ° Maximum for Roll Command
tudinal Cyclic (Function of Nacelle Incidence)
Maximum Longitudinal Cyclic
for Combined Inputs _7 °
Collective Pitch 0 ° to 56.5 ° (at .75R)
Differential Collective +3.0 ° Maximum for Yaw Command
+4.8" for Maximum Roll Command
Lateral Cyclic (Function oz Nacelle Inc1_encei
_2.7 ° for Rotor Load Alleviation
Nacelle De_leo_ion Autho;_t_es
Nacelle Tilt
Differential Nacelle
Tilt
Pilot Control Movements
0 ° to 105 °
1.55 ° Per Degree Differential
Longitudinal Cyclic
Stick - Longitudinal
- Lateral
Rudder Pedals
+6 Inches
+5 Inches
+2.5 Inches
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F.I CONTROL SYST_4 INPUT DATA
The input data for the control system, SAS, thrust management,
and load alleviation system are in this section, and are
referenced by page number to the equations presented in
Appendix E. Figures F.3 to F._present the scheduled function.
F.I.I Control System Input Data
Control Mixin@ (Pa@e E.4)
K6RUD = -8 deg/inch
K6
K 6
K 6
B
K 6
e
K61 s
=l.0
R
= 1.0
s
=l.0
= -3.33 deg/inch
= 0
Actuator D[namics
_N = 20 rad/sec
= 1.0
Cl)
Lead-lag Dynamics
_L-L = 35.5 rad/sec
= .18
Scheduled Functions - Refer to Graphs
a) Scheduled Longitudinal Cyclic vs Nacelle Incidence
(1) Gains and time constants not shown on these pages are
noted on the block diagrams.
F-11
b) Cyclic Gain vs Nacelle Incidence (Pedals)
_) Differential Collective Gain vs Nacelle Incidence (Pedals)
d) Differential Collective Gain vs Nacelle'Incidence
(Lateral Stick)
e) Longitudinal Cyclic Gain vs Na,_elle Incidence
(Long. Stick)
f) Lateral Cyclic Gain vs Nacelle Incidence
g) Elevator Deflection vs Nacelle Incidence
h) Scheduled Lateral Cyclic vs Nacelle Incidence
Load Alleviation System (LAS) (Page E.5)
_LAS = 0.2 sec.
LAS Functions
GBIa, GAIB, GA1 a vs Dynamic Pressure
Nacelle an_ Airplane Controls (Page E.6)
Nacelle Actuator Dynamics
_N_ = _NL = i0 rad/sec
_NL = _NR = 1.0
Scheduled Functions
a)
b)
c)
Scheduled Flap Angle vs Nacelle Incidence
Flaperon vs Lateral Stick
Spoiler Deflection vs Lateral Stick
Spoiler Actuator Limit
Stability Augmentation Sys%em (Page E.7 and E.8)
Gains, time constants and scheduled functions noted on
block diagrams. F-12
Roll SAS Authoritiy Limit = +2 inches
Yaw SAS Authority Limit = + 1 inch
Pitch SAS Authority Limit = + 2.7 °
Thrust Management System (Page E.13)
(NII/NII_AX)REF = .8865
nRE F = 57.6923 rad/sec
nTR
Ip
_GI
GG2
GG3
= 1.0
= 564 slug-ft 2
= 2.5 deg/sec / rad/sec
= 2.66 deg/rad/sec
= .05 deg/sec/deg
Scheduled Functions
a) Turbine Inlet Temperature vs Throttle Position
b) _D vs (AHP)
c) Te6//9 vs SHP
d) Output Gain Ratio vs Power Output
e) Governor Gain Schedule
f) RPM Select Schedule
g) Throttle Collective Gain Schedule
h) Incremental Collective Schedule
i) Variable Authority Limit
Rotor Control Coordinate Axis Transforms (Page E.14)
#p = -12 degrees
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F.2 ENGINE INPUT DATA
The input data for the engine performance subroutine is given
in this section, and are referenced by page number to the
equation presented in Appendix E. Plotted data are shown
in Figures F.15 to F.18.
F.2.1 Turbine Engine Performance Input Data
Engine Performance Data (Pages E.10, E.II and E.12)
SHP* = 1550
WDTIND = 1.0
NIIND = 1.0
NIeIND = 0
QIND = 1.0
_x/_* = i.ii
NI_4AX/N _ = 1.04
(N_//_1/N_) MAX = o
Qi4Ax/Q* = 1.446
NII_X/N_I = i,12a
N_ = 25425 RPM
(NII/NII_AX)REF = .8865
nKEF = 57.6923
F-26
Tabular Engine Cycle Input Data
a) Values of Referred Horsepower
b) Values of Referred Fuel Flow
c) Values of Referred Gas Generator Speed
d) Values of Referred Power Turbine Speed
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F.3 ROTOR AERODYNAMIC INPUT DATA
The input data for the rotor aerodynamics are given in this
section, and are referenced by page number to the equations
presented in AppendiX E. Tabulated coefficients of the curve
fit equations are shown in Figures F.19 to F.27.
F.3.1 Rotor Aerodynamic Input Data
Rotor Thrust (Page E.54)
_i = .i0
= .i0
T 2
R = 13 Ft.
Rotor Force and Moment Calculations
fTR = fTL = 1.0
fNFR = fNF L = 1.0
fSFR = fSF L = 1.0
fPMR = fpM L = 1.0
fYMR = fyM L = 1.0
fQR = fQL = 1.0
fPR = fPL = 1.0
(Page E.60)
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= -.024
ENFI = -.002703
ENF2 = -.000346
ENF3 = 00039
ENF 4 •
I Coeff. ofdCN ~l__
dBIc DEG
DNF = .006
D 1 = - 0012318
NF
DNF _ = .000033
DNF 4 = -.0000268
I Coeff. ofdC __ F1
dAIc _ DE---G
ESF 1 = .0025 1
ESF 2 0011896 Coeff. of
ESF 3 00001246| dCs____F 1
ESF 4 00001669J dBic _ DE----G
EyM 1 _ _.0025
EyM 2 .0013888
EyM 3 = .000336
EyM 4 = -.000187
= -.0000723
EyM5 = -
EyM 6 .0006354
EyM 7 .0000098
DyM _ = -.0025
DyM _ .0009883
DyM 3 .000089
DyM 4 .0002866
DyM 5 .0001503
DyM 6 .0004564
DyM 7 .0001993
I Coeff of
dCyM 1
dBIc _ DEG
"Coeff of
dCyM 1
dAic DEG
DSF 1 = .025
DSF 2 = .0025356
DSF 3 = -.0002264
DSF 4 -.000044
I Coeff. of
dCsF 1
dAIc DEG
EpM 1 = -.0025
EpM 2 .0014304
EpM 3 = .0003029
EpM 4 = -.0002938
EpM 5 = -.0001367
EpM 6 = -.0004888
EpM 7 = -.0001767
Coeff. of
dCpM 1
dBIc NDE---G
DpM 1 = -.0015
DpM 2 = .0010726
DpM 3 = -.0001564
DpM 4 = .0001762
DpM 5 = +.0000966
DpM 6 = .000571
DpM 7 = .0000422
I Coeff. of
dCpM 1
dA q
Figure F.27. Constants for Cyclic Pitch Effectiveness in Rotor Equations
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F.4 AIRFRAME AERODYNAMIC INPUT DATA
The input data for the airframe aerodynamic data are given in
this section and are referenced by page number to the equations
presented in Appendix E. Plotted aerodynamic data are pre-
sented in Figures F.28 to F.30 .
F.4.1
PAGE
Input Data
PAGE
E.21 CLa w = 3.94 1/rad E.43
E.32
E.36
CLMAx = 1.232
K20 = -.0975/RAD
K21 = -.0916/RAD
K22 = .015
K.Z = 1.0
K n = 1.0
feu = 60 ft 2
D/T = .05
KD1/T = 0.0
KD2/T = 0.0
KD3/T = .05
KD4/T = .05
KMI/T = 0.0
KM2/T = 0.0
KM3/T = 0.0
KM4/T = 0.0
THT = .52
UHTSTAL L = 16 DEG
CLuHT = .061 I/DEG
CDoHT = .0084202
do
d_ - -.025
_VT = .55
aVTsTAL L 20.0 DEG
Cx VT = .0546 I/DEG
CDoVT = .0078915
E.39
E.44
E.49
nHT = 1.0
nVT = 1.0
UN ! _5236RAD/>.5236RAD
CDO N = .001821/-.016179
K30 = .04773/-.2034
K31 = .16086/-.071138
K32 = .1087
CMO N = 0
K34 = 0
K35 = 0
K36 = -.i087
KI7 = 0
K 6 = -.1087
K 7 = 0
CNO N = 0
K38 = 0
K39 = 0
K40 = 0
K41 = 0
CDO F = .0075705
Ko = 18
K 1 = -.03581
K 2 = .2561
ACDL G = .05
K 3 = .92_/RAD
K 4 = 0
K 5 = .67709
K 6 = 0
K 7 = -.478
F-44
E.49
E.52
E.54
E.60
E.66
K 8 = 0
K 9 = -.131/RAD
KI0 = 0
CMO F = .0001883
CNO F = 0
ACML G = 0
K42 = .0537
T 1 = 0
T 2 = -.04808
T 3 = .3795
fTR = fNFR = fSFR = fPMR =fYMR = fQR = fPR = 1.0
dCMwc/4 =-.03215
dC L
Cl = -.065
C2 = -.0025 I/DEG
C3 = 0.0 I/DEG 2
CLs = 3.94/RAD
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Wing Aerod[namic Input Data
4 4
Coefficients of _ [
AD o
AD 1
AD2
AD3
AD 5
AD 6
AD7
AD 8
AD 9
ADIO
ADll
AD12
AD 13
AD 14
AD 15
AD 16
AD 17
AD 18
AD 19
AD 20
AD 21
AD 22
AD 23
AD 24
V=0 U=0
-3
= .582990 X i0
-2
= .126170 X l0
= .391649 X l0 -4
= .110058 xl0 -5
= -.159415 X 10 -7
= .245484 xl0 -3
= .265950 xl0 -3
= .404673 xl0 -5
= -.152693 xl0 -6
= .102320 xl0-8
= -.313543 X 10-5
= .624554 xl0-6
= .141804 x10-6
= -.821732 xl0 -8
= .119984 x10-9
= -.474069 xl0 -5
= .771740 x 10 -6
= -.800800 x 10 -7
= .208761 x 10 -8
= -.114899 x i0 -I0
= .238184 xl0 -6
= .196213 x l0 -7
= -.204613 xl0 -8
= .133330 x 10-10
= .492127 x10-13
[AD(u+5v )
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6U_ v] (Page E.26)
NOTES: 6, a in degrees.
6 o
DEG
I0
I INTERCEPT I
4
i II 1 ! I
6f IN e° = "0049562 +.12356f +0.7 (0°_5f<2'4.5 °)
Deg ]
e° -.0031444 62+0.2798333 6_ +1.669444
I ... I , I (8_f___2450)/..-c-;-- -- -
"_CURVE FIT EQ.
/
0
dE
m
d_
.6
.4
.2
0
CURVE
FIT E_._
i i
SLOPE
]
d__L
da = 0.382 + .0042 8 f -.000048 f2(6f > 33.99139 ° )
_ I 1 (6f IN DEGREES) ] ]
de _
d_ 0.41054762 - .00018571 _f+.00006667 6 2f
I (0 < 6f, L_33.99139o), I I I
i0 20 30 40 50 60
FLAP DEFLECTION - DEG.
7O
Figure F.28. Mode/222 Downwash Functions @ CT= 0, i w = + 2.0 °
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.8
.6
(_v*_._
OR
(_v;.R)._;_2
VLR
(SV*_ =
V*] - .04808 X + .3795 X 2
WHERE X IS IN RADIUS.
T1 = 0
T 2 = -.04808
CURVE FIT EQ.
\ ,
/
T 3 = .3795
0q_
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2
V > 35 KTS
WAKE SKEW ANGLE - 9C- RAD.
ESTIMATED ROTOR/ROTOR INTERFERENCE PARAMETER
1.4
eWR R
AND
6
WRL __
-DEG
.
THIS FUNCTION IS SET
EQUAL TO ZERO
,
0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6
I i coic E
WING ON ROTOR INTERFERENCE
Figure F.30. Rotor Rotor and Wing Rotor Interference
2.0I
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F.5 GEOMETRIC, WEIGHTS AI4D BALANCE DATA
The input data for the Model 222 geometry, weights and balance
are presented in this section, and are referenced in Appendix
E. Input data for the preprocessor calculations are not
presented, but are easily obtainable from an aircraft three-
view drawing and the weights and balance data presented in
this section. It should be empt_asized that the lengths and
inertias presented here were calculated using the preprocessor.
F.5.1
Pa_33
E.16
E.18
E.19
E.20
Input Data
XWA C = .84 ft
YWAC = 8.333 ft
ZWA c = .4 ft
L S = 4.94 ft
YN = 16.666 ft
XHT = -19.45 ft
ZHT = 2.51 ft
XVT = -18.04 ft
ZVT = -1.0226 ft
A = 530929 ft 2
R = ft
PC = 2.36 ft, FIN=0 °
hp = .33 ft
c w = 5.983 ft
Sw = 200 ft 2
Peas
E.23,E.17
E.31
E.32
E.35
E.36
E.39
E.46
iw = 2 DEG
bw = 33.417 ft
= 6.92 ft
XC/2 = -.25 ft
iHT = 0.0
ARHT = 4.255
ARvT = 1.768
SHT = 58.3 ft 2
SVT = 43.3 ft 2
ZG1 = 7.08 ft
ZG2 = 7.08 ft
ZG3 = 7.53 ft
YGI = -3.86 ft
YG2 = 3.86 ft
YG3 = 0
F-50
E.46
E.50
E.61
E.62
_:.64
XG 1
XG 2
XG 3
r 1
r 2
r 3
KST 1
KST 2
KST 3
DST 1
DST 2
DST 3
U0
U s
XFAC
ZFAC
Ip
IE
KW 1
KW 2
KW 3
KW 4
KW 5
= -3.7 ft
= -3.7 ft
= 10.67
= 1.065 ft
= 1.065 ft
= .60 ft
= 3840 ib/ft
= 3840 ib/ft
= 3840 zb/ft
= 600 ib/ft/sec
= 600 ib/ft/sec
= 600 ib/ft/sec
= .03
= .005
= .5
= .84 ft
= 3.66 ft
= 564 slu-ft 2
= 1.47 slug-ft 2
= .59678 x l0 -4
= .1637 x l0 -4
= .58356 x 10 -5
I .2959 x 10 -2
= .1656 x 10 -2
E.64
E.66
E.79
_WI" = .5
_W2 = .5
_W3 = .5
_W4 = .5
_W5 = .5
KW6 = .1709xi0 -4
KW7 = .05768xi0 -4
KW8 = .1221x10 -5
KW9 = .0847xi0 -2
KWl 0 = .0559x10 -2
_WI = 19.92 rad/sec
_W2 = 19.92 rad/sec
_W3 = 19.92 rad/sec
_W4 = 19.92 rad/sec
K0t = 0.98 xl06FT-LB/RAD
XWAC = .275
Cw
YPA = 0
£PA = 6.75 ft
ZpA = 4.75 ft
F-51
E.68 to
E.78 Equations of motion input constant (Weight = 12321 lb,
nominal CG)
m W = 138.32 slugs
m N = 43.39 slugs
mf = 157.88
m = 382.98 (12321 LBS)
I (fl 789 3 slug-ft 2
xx - •
I (fl 10845 6 slug-ft 2
yy -
(fl 10707 4 slug-ft 2Izz -
I (fl 399 9 slug-f£ _
xz -
I (w! 23978 4 slug-ft 2
xx
Iy_ w_ 664.8 slug-ft 2
(w) 24513 6 slug-ft 2Izz =
(w)
Ixz = 384.5 slug-ft 2
I
Ixx
I
Iyy
I
Izz
!
Ixz
_f
hf
_w
h w
YN
= 22.5 slug-ft 2
= 194.0 slug-ft 2
= 195.4 slug-ft 2
= -20.0 slug-ft 2
= .6917 ft
= 4.075 ft
= -.775 ft
= .30417
= 16.666 ft
= 3.3624 ft
= 2.841 DEG
L = 4.94 ft
s
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OF.6 SIMULATION INPUT DATA
This section presents the input data required to drive the
Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). Figure F.31
shows the instrumentation requirements and Figure F.32 shows
the Model 222 control force gradients and breakout forces.
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i i i
CAB INSTRUMENTATION:
Instrument Range
Vertical Situation Indicator
Horizontal Situation Indicator
Airspeed
Pressure Altimeter
_adar Altimeter
Rate of Climb
Turn and Bank
"g" Meter
Nacelle Angle
Clock
Sideward Velocity
Angle of Attack
Wing Flap Position
Rotor Speed
Lngine Torque Meters(2)
+90 ° Pitch and Roll
+120 ° Heading
0 _ 520 KIAS
0 + i0,000 Ft
0 _ i000 Ft
+ 6000 FT/MIN
+ 3 Needle Widths
+ 1 i/2 Ball Widths
-i, +3 "g"
0 + 120 °
+ 40 Knots
+ 20 °
0 + i00 °
0 _ 125%
0 + 125%
PRIggeRY FLIGHT CONTROLS
i
iStick (+6 ° Long.; +5" Lateral)
Pedals _+2.5")
Power Lever (0+8" Normal; 0+10" Emergency)
Nacelle Position thumb Switch
MISCELLanEOUS EQUIPMENT AND FEATURES
Back Drives to Trim Stick and Pedals while in Initial
Condition (I.C.)
Landing Gear Up - Down Switch with Indicator Light
SAS ON-OFF Switch
Detent Switches on Spring Cartridges (Pedals & Lateral Stick)
Magnetic Brake on Pedals, Long. and Lateral Controls
Long. and Lateral Beep Force Trim on Stick
Power Lever Null Meter
Toe Brakes
Specified Force Feel System
Figure F.31. Model 222 Pilot Station Requirements
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- ........ 81" ...................................... i....... ;........ _...... -'
Lateral Stick Force i :
Gradient- _ LB/IN ,_ ]_ _....... i...... L__/ "__}
- -i ! i i /_ , . _i
Backwird and ......... :.......... -',__ ............... ,]
Sideward Flt. i i ' ' ' ! ' '
. _ _Breakout Force Constant = 1.
............. _reakout Force constan t - _ 0
l
.... .... [ 1
LB
...... 8°I ' ......i- ,
Rudder Pedal Force
Gradient ,,,' LB/IN .....
I
LB
LB
Figure ,=.32. Mode/222 Control Force Gradients and Breakout Forces
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APPENDIX G - IN-HOUSE HYBRID SIMULATION
ii i i
The math model described in this report was mechanized in the
Boeing Hybrid Simulation Laboratory for the purpose of develop-
ing and evaluating math model simplifications. This was
accomplished in a parallel time frame to the NASA simulation,
which also used the described math model.
The Hybrid Simulation Laboratory is a large scale hybrid
computation complex. It is capable of providing simultaneous
operation of several hybrid and analog simulations, depending
on problem size. The complex is totally state of the art,
with recent acquisition of two mini-computers for the purpose
of multivariable function generation.
The Hybrid Simulation Laboratory complex is comprised of the
following elements:
• Digital
IBM 360/44 system
25600 byte core
32 priority interrupts
16 hi-speed floating point register
2 hi-speed, 1 low speed channels
2 - 800 B.P.I. tape transport
1 - 2311 disk system
2 - 2315 disk system
1 - hi-speed card read/punch
1 - hi-speed line printer
G-I
2 - alpha-meric scope/keyboard
1 - console typewriter
1 - ball printer
Basic Computer Arts Function Generation System (BOA)
1 - Interdata processor with 24000 byte core
1 - Interdata processor with 16000 byte core
2 - 16 channels analog to digital
2 - 16 channels digital to analog
2 - read only memory software systems
Analog
4 - 3/4 expanded Applied Dynamics (AD-4)
771 amplifiers (all solid state)
4 resolver expansions
2 display consoles
i0 ufd integrator system in 6 decades
1 - i/8 expanded AD4 maintenance console
128 channels 100 KC analog to digital converters
128 channels digital to analog converters
1 applied dynamics 256
Analog Output
4 - 8 channel Brush strip chart recorders
4 - 8 channel Varian Statos III strip chart recorders
4 - XY plotters
G-2
• Software System
Integrated disk resident state of the art system embracing
"real time" languages:
Assembly Language
Modified Fortran IV, Level G
and non-real time languages
Non-procedural block modeling, DSL/44
Fortran IV, Level G
Full utility system
Other special hybrid oriented programs
G.1 SI_ULATION ARCHITECTURE
The tilt rotor simulaZion model utilized the entire hybrid
facility. When tied to Boeing's Nudge Base Simulator, four
consoles of Applied Dynamics from (AD-4's) analog, the Applied
Dynamics 256 (AD-256) and two Simulator Laboratory analog
computers were in use. In addition the IBM 360/44 digital
computer and two Basic Computing Acts (BCA) function generators
were utilized. Figure G,1 shows the utilization of the hybrid
facility and also shows the location of the major elements of
the tilt rotor mathematical model.
In programming the digital portion of the tilt rotor simulation,
core size and execution time were of immediate concern. Along
with the complex wing and rotor representations, there _ras a
large number of functions which had to be handled in the digi-
tal computer with trade-offs considered on core used if functions
were programmed as tables and execution time for digital table
G-3
look-up versus curve-fit equations. In most cases, curve-fit
equations were used to pi_ogram functions. A program was written
to curve fit the various functions needed, and the equation
programmed for the real time task_
The single largest difficulty was the rotor representation.
To program the curve-fit equations for each of the eight func-
tions, for both rotors, would take 30 milliseconds (timing
estimates without rotor indicated only l0 milliseconds were
available). To program as tables and look-up answers, would
not only take too long, but use too much core. So the rotor
data was put in the function generation mini-computers (BCA).
To get the rotor data into format for the BCA, several steps
had to be executed; l) data points were input to the curve-fit
program which punched out the coefficients of the curve-fit
expansion, 2) these coefficients were input to a program that
punched data in the correct format at the correct breakpoints
to be input to 3) the BCA program which punched a deck of cards
that are input to the function generator mini-computer.
Although the BCA enabled the programming of the rotor without
using digital time or core, it did not have enough room to
hold 8 functions x 2 rotors for the rotor 'maps' of the size
required. To obviate this, the BCA was multiplexed, such that
only one rotor's results would be calculated each BCA cycle,
with the left and right rotor being alternated. In this case
it took 8 milliseconds per BCA cycle, resulting in a total
rotor update every 16 milliseconds.
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As programming progressed, timing estimates showed the time
frame would be a problem. The objective was a 40. millisecond
(ms) time frame which _esults in 7 updates/cycle for the 3.5
cycle per second first mode vertical bending calculations.
Due to the large number of angles and trigonometric functions,
the complexity of the model and the real time requirement,
every effort was made to reduce the time frame.
A parallel real time task method, where a 40 ms. time frame
could be achieved, was selected. This method had two real time
tasks, a 'Fast' real time task that was calculated every frame
and a 'Slow' real time task that was executed every 3 frames.
Thus, it was important to separate the equations to ensure only
low frequency equations were placed in the slow loop. In
order to minimize execution time, the system routines for tak-
ing the sine, cosine and square root, having unnecessary
accuracy at the expense of time, were discarded and replaced
by streamlined routines. Since there are a total of 21 sine-
cosine pairs and 20 square-roots, the saving was substantial.
The need for the time savings is emphasized by the fact that
at present, using the parallel real time task, the total exe-
cution time is 38 ms. leaving 2 ms. for the foreground options,
shown in Figure G.2 to be executed. The 40 ms. time frame
objective has been achieved.
The digital portions of the simulation were programmed using
the General Hybrid Program (GHP) structure, which utilizes a
G-7
Direct control of the analog computer state and
the interval timer (initial condition, hold, operate)
Change aircraft trim conditions (airspeed, lateral
speed, altitude, rate of climb, trim pitch atti-
tude, trim nacelle angle)
Control of line printer real-time printout
Control of line printer trim printout
Ability to change values of simulation flags
(landing gear on/off ground effect on/off,
vertical bending on/off, wing twist on/off)
Ability to change real time phases (dual phase,
total phase, plot phase; used to plot any digital
function)
Figure G.2. Foreground Options
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phase overlay scheme. The basic phase overlay structure is
shown in Figure G.3. This figure also summarizes what is
contained in each phase. Of most interest to this discussion
are three phases; i) the Preprocess phase, 2) the Run phase
and 3) the Dual phase. The Preprocess phase loads the simula-
tion data and sets up the analog computer by setting the poten-
tiometers to the correct values and by reading out a test
condition to ensure that no components are statically bad.
Once the analogs are set up and checked, control is transferred
by GHP to the run phase. This phase is in control while
actually 'running' hybrid and executing the real time task.
It is in the run phase that various options are provided, while
the simulation is being used. These foreground options have
been described in Figure G.2. The two line printer options,
the line printer trim sheet and the line printer real time
printout, are powerful tools allowing visibility into the si-
mulation equations.
The Dual phase contains the two real time tasks, the fast
(RTFAST) and the slow (RTSLOW). Figures G.4 and G.5 show
what each real time task contains. The execution time of RTFAST
is 32 ms. while that of RTSLOW is 18 ms. Since RTFAST is exe-
cuted every 'frame' but RTSLOW only every 3 frames, the execu-
tion time is 32 + 18/3 or 38 ms.
The digital listing for the simulation program is shown in
Figure G.6. This listing contains the fast and slow real
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL I/O
• Reads analog ADC lines
• Converts to floating point
ENTRY FOR STATIC CHECK OF FAST REAL
TIME TASK
@ Used for test cases W/O I/O
3. ANGLE INITIALIZATION SECTION
@ Sin, cos iNL & iNR
@ _NACELLE
• Sin, cos iNL-A, iNR-A using trig
• 6FLAP 2
4. VELOCITY SECTION(VELOCITIES t VELOCITIES 2,
8.
FREESTREAM t DYN. PRESSURE t TRANSFORM.) 9.
• Fuselage (also afus, Bfus, sin , cos)
• Doors open/close logic-f(iNAC,qFUSE)
• Rotor Hub - body axes, shaft axes, free-
stream
• Wing A/C - body axes, chord axes, free-
stream
• Tail
5. ROTOR SECTION - LEFT AND RIGHT
• c,_wsin, cos of a and
• Rotor angular rate transform, p,q,R
• _, VTIP ' _, _2, _2
• Rotor control axes transform A1C, B1C
WRT _p,
• Rotor EQS for CNF, CSF, CP, CYM
• Forces and moments from coefficients
T, N.F., S.F., M,N,Q
• Hub moments - Nacelle axes
• Resolution of forces & moments -
body axes at tip
• Summation with nacelle aero
• Gust load alleviation system
5. WING SECTION - LEFT AND RIGHT
• qLW' qRW' qWING
• Doors open/close check
• If doors open
• Calc. X,Y,Z, L,M,NAERO
• Leave wing section & Set q's=0
• If doors closed
• a, B, aSS O, URI G,
• Aileron, Spoiler, Flap contribution
to lift, drag, moment; Call AILSP
• Contribution due to totally washed
wing; call CLCDCM
• Contribution due to totally
- unwashed wing; c_11 CLCDCM
CL; Call CCF2
• _, sin & cosa, sin & cos_, sin & cos Cp
• a, B check for stall
• Aero Calc& resolution
• Wing/rotor interference
7. TAIL SECTION
• CTAIL , c o if necessary; logic for doors
open/closed
• aHT , sin, cos(uHT-iH_
• 7 region CLHT, CDH T curve
" BVT' _VT' o, sin, cOS OvT-a)
• 7 Region CLV T , CDV T, curve
• If doors open; 1/2 efficiency of
horizontal tail
• Vertical tail Aero
• Total tail Aero
E_UATION OF MOTION SECTION
• Call gear subroutine
• Total Fuse Aero
• Calculate total aircraft
Aero XAERO , YAERO, ZAERO,
LAERO, MAERO, NAERO
• Break ZAERO, LAERO , MAERO
into vertical bending/non-
vertical bending parts
• EOM coefficients
• Vertical bending equations
with flag
• Torsion equation with fla(
• Fill DAC array (64)
DIGITAL TO ANAIX)G I/O
• Convert DACS to integer
• Write values
f
.... _,:_A '%._ _lII H IA '_
i. ANALOG TO DIGITAL X/O
I
4_
i
• Reads di•cret•s
• AssAgne flag• to dimcret••
• Check for trim sheet flag
• Read 3rd console ADCS if Tequired
2. ENTRY FOR STATIC CHECK OF SLOW REAL TIME TASK
• u•ed for test cases w/o I/o
3. PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS
• Sin 2 iNL , iNR; sin, cos 2iNR, 21NL; h 2, qFUSE
• XCG, ZCG
• VNORTH, VEAsT_ground track
4. AIR & ENGINE MODEL
• 6, T°F, p,a, M,
• TEA, preliminary engine routine calculations
• SHP, _E, %Q; call engine
5. FUSELAGE SECTION
• CDF, CLF, CyF, CMF, CNF
• Aero calculation
6 GROUND EFFECT SECTION (WING & ROTOR)
• {ag/a)w, K99 , (TTGE/TOGE), D/T, (M/T)
7. NACELLE SECTION LEFT & RIGHT
• _NAC' 8NAC; sin & cos SNAC' BNAC
• CD, CL, Cy, CM, C N nacelle
• Aero calculation
8. WING I_4ERSED AREA SECTION - LEFT & RIGHT
• T, V,, Look-up v*,
• fp,_CTsa _
• _, a R ,¢p CTs , sin_ cos& _, si_& coeCINA C- I_, ta_ R - _p)
• _R1,GR2,_R3,_R4
• SiR, Si L, SiL/S, SiR/S, Si T, ARI,CLi, K a
9. ROTOR/ROTOR INTERFERENCE
J
0. GROUND EFFECT - TAIL
• HWc/4, HTc/4, (aq/a)t
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time tasks (RTFAST and RTSLOW), the aileron-spoiler subroutine
(AILSP), the total lift, drag and moment subroutine (CLCDCM),
the engine power subroutine (ENGINE), and the landing gear
subroutine (GEAR) . The aileron spoiler subroutine calculates
the lift, drag and pitching moment increments. The total wing
lift,drag, and moment characteristics are computed in sub-
routine CLCDCM. Engine performance is computed in the engine
subroutine and landing gear forces and moments in the gear
subroutine. This listing contains an index of all the variables
immediately following each subroutine. The index specifies by
location number where the particular variable is defined and
used in the subroutine. A master index is provided at the
end which specifies the subroutine in which a particular variable
is located.
In programming the analog portion of the simulation, size also
was of prime concern, where in this case size implies an
equipment limitation. From the beginning, equipment was allo-
cated with maximum efficiency,but due to the complexity of the
engine/governor, the phasing of the controls, the number of
second order representations of actuators, and the number of
functions needed to program these sections, the result was l)
three analogs used with a minimum of spare equipment and 2)
31 out of 32 BCA channels needed to program functions (includes
G-159
rotor). When the capability of using the nudge-base simulator
is added, the simulation uses every piece of hardware available
in the hybrid laboratory. Figure G.7 shows the definition of
the symbols used on the analog diagrams for the Model 222 simu-
lation presented in Figure G.8.
The scale factors for any of the elements shown in the analog
diagrams may be determined by referring to Figure G.9 , which
is the subroutine used to static check the analog boards. The
subroutine shows all the equations on the analogs and all of the
scale factors. This program is used for static check only,
in the operate mode the real time task continuously updates the
analog. As an example, if the scale factor (and value) for po-
tentiometer 240, which is used in the pitch equation of motion
on board IE console 1 is required the following steps are
taken. Refer to the potentiometer calculation section of
Figure G.9. This lies between statement numbers 0416 and
0518. Look up the definition of pot 240 [PI(240)]. This
appears in statement number 0444 and is Pl(240)=PI_/PMX. PIC
is contained in common IXlCl, statement number 0008 and PMX is
contained in common IXMAXl, statement number 0013. Substituting
numerical values and dividing would yield the scale factor for
pot 240.
G.2 TRIM LOOPS
The Model 222 trim loops are on the analog. The aircraft accele-
rations are used in feedback loops to drive the aircraft into
G-160
INTEGRATOR
SUMMER
POTENTIOMETER
MULTIPLIER
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Analog Convertez
'_TRUNK LINE
_/_ POSITIVE
OUTPUT
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Figure G.A Ana/og Symbols
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Figure G.8. (Continued)
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Figure G.8. (Continued)
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equilibrium. The equations for these feedback loops are shown
in Appendix E. Several trim options are available: for a
given initial condition of altitude, u and v components of
velocity, rotor RPM and initial rat_s (p,q,r) the aircraft
can be trimmed with attitude for specified nacelle angle or
with nacelle angle for specified attitude. In addition, the
aircraft can be trimmed in backwards or sidewards flight.
The trim gains used vary with the flight condition. Trim is
generally attained in 5-10 seconds for any flight condition
using this technique.
G.3 SIMULATION PROGRAM OUTPUT
The primary output of the mathematical model are:
• Trim sheet information
• Dynamic time histories of aircraft response
Figure G.10 shows a typical trim sheet with 180 aircraft
parameters printed out and Figure G.11 contains the definitions
of all the parameters. Four brush recorders with eight
channels of output each are available for recording of the
aircraft real time response. Figure G.12 shows a typical
example of the output from one recorder. These data are
extremely useful in analyzing aircraft responses and in opti-
mizing stability augmentation and control systems.
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Figure G. 12. Typical Time History Response to A .25 Inch Longitudinal Stick Pulse at 150 Knots
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APPENDIX H VALIDATION OF THE MODEL 222 SIMULATION AT
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
This section presents the validation plan which was submitted
to NASA prior to the checkout and validation period at the
Ames Research Center, and the simulation acceptance and pilot
operating instructions and limitations submitted after the
checkout period.
H.I VALIDATION PLAN AND CRITERIA
Validation of large scale hybrid math model is an extremely
time consuming and difficult process. The validation plan and
criteria to be used by Boeing Vertol personnel in checking out
and validating the NASA Model 222 simulation is developed in
the following section. The following items will be considered
in this validation:
• Trim Checks
• Range of data: 25 kt increments from minimum to
maximum speed. (including backward and
sideward flight).
• Accuracy (when compared against Boeing Vertol check
cases)
Trim Data Tolerance
Pilot control position
Stick and pedal position slope with
speed
Thrust or wing lift
Pitch, roll, yaw angles
Collective pitch
+0.25 in.
+10%
_2 1/2%
_i. 0 °
+.5 °
These requirements are subject to change pending a detailed
selection of the trim conditions.
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• Dynamic Responses (Response to control pulses)
• Range of data: An axis by axis check with SAS and LAS
systems on and off_ Same speeds as for
trim data.
• Accuracy (when compared against Boeing Vertol check
cases)
Period
Time to double (or half) amplitude
+10%
+10%
• Stability Derivative Checks
• Range of data: Selected stability and control deri-
vatives will De obtained at no more
than five conditions.
• Accuracy when compared against Boeing Vertol check cases)
Selected major stability and control derivatives
(Lv, Nv, Lp, Np, Lr, Nr, Xu, M w, M w, Mq, Zw,
L6s' N_s, L6r, N6r, M6B , MiN , Z6T H) _+10%
• Validation of Time Frame
Run selected dynamic response checks at hover and cruise
in real time and i/i0 real time i.e. reduced interval of
integration. Damping of predominant modes shall not
change by more than +10%.
Transport Lag Checks
The transport lag i.e. aircraft response following control
input shall not be greater than one to two time frames
(average 1 i/2 time frames)
Pilot acceptance will be based on a subjective comparison
between the results obtained in the Boeing nudge base
simulator and those obtained on the FSAA.
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H.2 SIMULATION ACCEPTAblE
Following the checkout period at Ames, the following simulation
acceptance document was submitted.
The math model, as programmed, is considered acceptable for
initial evaluations.
The following differences exist between the math model and
the aircraft described in Boeing's proposal for Phase If.
i , The data bank in the math model gives very conservative
values of power around the autorotation region. The math
model uses data from computer program D-88. Boeing's
proposal uses data from wind tunnel model tests which
were compared with D-88 predictions. The wind tunnel data
showed consistently lower power required in and near auto-
rotation. Revision of the rotor data bank to incorporate
the wind tunnel data was not practicable within the time
available. The extent of the difference is indicated by
a minimum rate of descent at 80 knots from the math model
of 2600 feet per minute compared to about 2000 feet per
minute from the wind tunnel model data as reported in
Volume I, Appendix G.
. There is no autopilot in the math model. This was not
required by the contract Statement of Work.
, The landing gear dynamics in the model are an existing CSC
program and do not represent the Model 222. There is some
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indication that the CSC gear causes lateral instability
on the ground at less than 25% power.
. The wing bending and torsion modes were not checked -Jut
due to lack of time. Data obtained at Vertol indicate
that these have no measurable effect on performance or
flying qualities.
• The representation of the SAS gives proper dynamic charac-
teristics in the SAS on and SAS off modes_ Individual
component failures are not represented because of mechaniza-
tion differences between the aircraft and the math model.
6. The actuator dynamics, which were included in the math
model used on Boeing's nudge base simulator, were removed
from the FSAA simultion in order to keep the time frame
to a minimum. Evaluation on the Sigma 8 Computer at NASA
showed no measurable difference as a result of removing the
actuator dynamics. (The actuators have time constants less
than the 50 millisecond time frame of the FSAA simulation.)
7. Boeing's proposed aircraft provides a pilot override for
flap position and for rpm selection. These are not included
in the math model. The chekcout and validation of the tilt
rotor math model was accomplished in two phases. These were
the math model aceptance an_ the simulator acceptance.
A. Math Model Acceptance:
i. Trim checks were calculated for a range of speeds from
hover to 250 knots in 25 knot intervals. These were
checked against previously computed trim conditions.
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The results agreed within the tolerances specified
in the reference.
• Due to the limited time available for validation,
dynamic responses were not checked over the full range
of condition noted in the reference. However, dynamic
responses were computed for a representative sample
of condition. These compared favorably with those
generated at Boeing and were generally within the
specified tolerances• Differences could be explained
by the different methods which were used to mechanize
the equations; e.g., ---in the Boeing hybrid mechaniza-
tion, rotor data were interpolated parabolicly for
angle of attack and linearly for advance ratio. In
the NASA mechanization, curve fit equations were
solved at each angle of attack and linearly interpolated
for advance ratio. This tends to produce differences
in areas where the data is highly non-linear such as
in transition•
• Stability derivative checks were made at four speeds;
0, 75, 150 and 250 knots. These were generally within
the +10% accuracy specified by Boeing. Differences
between the results are explainable and primarily due
to the differenct ways the equations were mechanized.
• Time frame studies and transport lag checks were made.
Neither proved to be prob-_m areas even though the NASA
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simulation has a frame time in excess of 50 milli-
seconds. No lags were apparent in the simulation cab
due to transport lag.
B. Boein _ Pilot Acceptance:
The simulation is considered acceptable for initial eva-
luation however, Boeing's evaluation pilot made the
following comments:
i. Controls:
• Power lever location not optimum but acceptable
for evaluation using seat arm rest for support.
Nacelle tilt switch - spring gradient slightly
weak, 5 ° detents appear to be not in center of
available travel. Switch occasionally sticks
producing uncommanded nacelle actuation. Suitable
for evaluation.
Stick forces - breakout and damping poor- difficult
to achieve positive trim detent• Occasional shift
in stick trim from one run to the next. (Simulator
equipment problem)
• Motion:
• B V pilot considered motion cues unsatisfactory.
Lateral motion washouts and/or recentering pro-
duced spurious jerks and pulses which were
disorienting.
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••
Roll angular acceleration cues weak.
Pitch, yaw and heave satisfactory.
Longitudinal acceleration cues - long period cab
tilt ok, short period were jerky and disconcerting
with recentering reversals apparent.
Summary: There was enough spurious motion that
overall the tilt/motion cues were detrimental and
the pilot preferred fixed base.
Model Flying Qualities:
Generally similar to B V in-house simulation except
for :
• Vertical response slightly overdamped.
Unable to cut engine(s) until last day. As a
result, not able to properly check out power
lever governor override.
Pedal fixed turns in prop mode not as well
coordinated - 30 ° banked turns show 1/2 to 3/4
ball slip to T & S indicator, with S/S ind.
reading 1 ° - 2 ° .
Boeing was not able to evaluate the Model 222's
response to gusts, since the gust model has not
been defined• Response to random turbulence was
evaluated•
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Ce General:
The original time alloted for the checkout and validation
of this model was extremely short, particularly in view
of the computer software problems and the difficulties
encountered in establishing the gains for the FSAA motion
drive equations. As a result, the checkout period had to
be extended by NASA for two weeks.
H.3 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
As part of the simulation checkout, a set of operating instruc-
tions and limitations were prepared. For the most part these
refer to the piloted simulation and the mathematical model
and do not imply limitations on the Model 22_ aircraft•
General:
i • I.C. - Set power lever trim to "0".
left-hand arm rest)
(suggest using
• Stick grip has both Mag. brake and vernier "beep"
force retrim. If Mag. braking is desired, use only
An hover -- advise beep retrimming for transition and
prop mode. (In real A/C, Mag. brake will deactivate
above 150 KIAS)
• Flaps and RPM are programmed automatically as a func-
tion of nacelle angle. In the Model 222 there will be
manual flap and RPM override controls.
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••
Nacelle angle has "q" interlock. Nacelles cannot be
programmed "up" above 160 KIAS. IF 160 KIAS is ex-
ceeded with nacelle angle greater than 0 °, they will
automatically program to 0 ° at a rate of 2°/8ec.
Nacelle angle switch gives nacelle rate proportional
to displacement• Switch is spring loaded to center
off position and has a detent either side of center,
corresponding to approximately +5°/sec rate. Full dis-
placement will give approximately +10°/sec. For smooth-
est nacelle operation, use proportional feature; avoid
"flick" type beep inputs•
• Wing leading edge umbrellas automatically open or
close at 50 KIAS.
• Normal power lever travel is 8". This range represents
flight idle to maximum power. There is a soft detent
at 8 inches of travel which, when exceeded, overrides
the governor. In this condition, the power lever
controls collective pitch directly. This is provided
for use as desired in autorotation and single engine
landings.
• The Model 222 is designed to go through transition at
speeds between zero and 160 knots. Typical trimmed
nacelle incidences at various speeds are:
iN - DEG 90 75 60 30 0
Speed - KEAS 0 52 71 95 150
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In investigating handling characteristics in the transition
mode, it is recommended that these values be used as initial
conditions.
In performing normal transitions to and from hover, it is
recommended that the nacelle tilt be used as the primary speed
control rather than flying at fixed tilt and using the stick
for speed control.
Limitations:
i. Observe torque limits:
75% twin engine
100% single engine
, Autorotation:
Engines must be failed from console to achieve zero
torque. Transitions can be made from airplane to
helo mode with power lever full back, but some residual
torque remains ( 10% total) and N R trims out nominally
at 70%.
Autorotative sink rate at iN=90 ° approximately
3500 ft/min. Minimum rate of sink is about 2600
ft/min at 80 knots at iN=60° (70% RPM). Model gives
higher descent rates than airplane.
Power lever has detent at approximately 8". Pushing
through detent will override gQvernor (single engine
failure or auto collective) and give direct control
of collective pitch.
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Technique on engine cut in hover - advance power
lever to detent, remaining engine will go to 100%
torque. Use override as required, but once into
direct C.P. control N R will bleed off in same manner
as turbine helo with one engine over-pitched. At
topping power, model gross weight is too high for
single engine hover. At max single engine power,
vertical speed is -300 FPM.
At speeds above the normal flight envelope with nacelles
tilted, the math model data bank is extrapolated from
a curve fit and is not representative of the full scale
aircraft. Speed and nacel_incidence limits for valid
simulation are shown in the following table:
iN - DEG 90 60 45 30
Speed - KEAS 100 125 125 140
These speeds should not be exceeded.
4. Aircraft oscillates if power is reduced below approxi-
mately 25% on the ground.
The math model is not set up to readily perform SAS
or governor hardover studies. These may be approxi-
mated by setting the appropriate authority limits.
. The Model 222 autopilot has not been incorporated into
the simulation.
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